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From the Editor

Once again I am happy to present the AILACTE Journal, 
now in its twelfth volume, and featuring an impressive array of 
articles. Many thanks are due for this volume; including the 2015 
AILACTE Journal Editorial Review Board and the AILACTE 
Executive Committee. In particular, Jackie McDowell, Publication 
Editor, has given so much in terms of insight, guidance, and sup-
port. I also want to thank Frankie Kozicky, Kaitlin Haggard, and 
Barbara Grinnell who have done outstanding work on the editorial 
team for the past four years. Finally, sincere thanks to the many 
authors who submitted such strong manuscripts for review. We are 
experiencing an ‘embarrassment of riches’ in terms of the variety 
and quality of submissions and we hope that will continue. 

The opening article, by Gaoming Zhang, Angelia Ridgway, and 
Deb Sachs presents an effective model for project-based-learning 
(PBL) along with insights on the implementation of PBL for other 
liberal arts institutions. Jill Scott and Bruce Scott present insights 
on the impact of a multicultural immersion experience on preser-
vice teachers, who also witnessed the power of culturally diverse 
texts in supporting culturally and linguistically diverse learners. An 
article by Andrea Lewis and Nicole Taylor also focuses on diver-
sity in presenting an approach to preparing culturally responsive 
teachers from the perspective of a single-gender, Historically Black 
College. Dottie Willis, who has served as a co-teaching trainer at a 
Kentucky liberal arts university since 2012, reflects on the chal-
lenges faced and the lessons learned from the implementation of 
the co-teaching mandate for teacher education in Kentucky. The 
focus of the fifth article, by Julie Antilla-Garza, is on preservice 
teacher candidates with disabilities and the extent to which teacher 
education programs should be enacting ways to support such can-
didates in their learning. Finally, the last article of this volume, by 
Kathleen McGrath and Rob Erwin, reports on the impact of an on-
campus literacy center for both teacher candidates and the families 
of the students served effectively by the center.



The energetic work of these authors illustrates the significant 
role of AILACTE in promoting excellence in teacher education. At 
the nexus of individual and collective responsibility, we hold fast 
to our vision of teaching as a noble enterprise for an enlightened, 
democratic society. The voices presented here demonstrate the 
power of that vision.

Amelia El-Hindi Trail 
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Cultivating Preservice Secondary Teachers  
for Project-Based Learning:

A Four-Step Model

Gaoming Zhang, Ph .D .
University of Indianapolis

Angelia J . Ridgway, Ph .D .
University of Indianapolis

Deb Sachs, M .S .
University of Indianapolis

Abstract
This article describes four different mechanisms for preparing 

teacher candidates from a liberal arts institution to teach in project 
based learning (PBL) classrooms: Observe it, Experience it, Create 
it, and Become it. For each of the four mechanisms, the authors 
also provide concrete examples of candidates’ PBL experiences and 
candidates’ feedback about the process. From observation to mini-
teaches in schools to field placements, the authors suggest a variety 
of methods for engaging both undergraduate and graduate students 
in learning about PBL instruction. The four-step mechanism could 
also provide suggestions for how to implement PBL in similar 
liberal arts institutions.

Keywords: teacher education, project-based learning
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Students, teachers, and parents gather in an open field between 
the school and the fire station. Chatter resonates throughout the 
crowd and there is noticeable excitement in the air. The firefight-
ers next door have been notified and are “on call” and the nearby 
international airport a couple of miles away has been notified. Is 
this an emergency situation? No! It’s launch day for the miniature 
hot air balloons students have developed as part of their project-
based learning (PBL) unit exploring gas laws. Students have been 
anxiously looking forward to this day since the launch of their PBL 
unit that included a visit from a professional hot air balloon pilot. 
Student engagement has been at an all-time high for the past two 
weeks as students explored gas laws in their science class and then 
designed and built miniature hot air balloons that they think will fly 
based on their understanding of those gas laws. Finally, it is time to 
test their creations!

Nestled on the south side of a large, metropolitan area, it has 
been our university’s experience that schools are aggressively 
seeking candidates who can actively engage students in their own 
learning. PBL is unquestionably one way to do this. 

Our four-year liberal arts university, the University of 
Indianapolis, has the fortunate circumstance of choosing from a 
number of school configurations in which to place our preservice 
teacher candidates. An existing partnership in a local, urban-fringe 
school district provided us the setting to launch initial conversa-
tions and experiences with and for our teacher candidates about 
new ways to prepare future teachers. From these conversations 
came our university’s strong desire to integrate PBL approaches in 
the preparation of secondary teachers at all levels, in all programs.

Our integration of PBL has spanned immersive clinical experi-
ences for undergraduate sophomores to graduate students’ prepara-
tion of PBL experiences and interactions with our city’s Mayor’s 
Office. In this article we will discuss the systematic way in which 
we prepare preservice teachers to incorporate PBL into their profes-
sional practice using a four-step approach: Observe it, Experience 
it, Create it, Become it. Each of these steps will be discussed in 
detail in the remainder of this article.
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Contextual Background
PBL was not a foreign concept to the School of Education 

and College of Arts and Sciences Faculty at the University of 
Indianapolis. Through a PBL Institute that has been jointly offered 
by our university, another local university and a K-12 partner 
district, many college faculty have engaged in the process of using 
PBL to not only teach content knowledge, but also to prepare future 
teachers. Thus, content area experts in the College of Arts and 
Sciences are able to provide subject-specific expertise for teacher 
education candidates as they develop PBL units.

While there is no single definition of PBL, there are criteria 
that are recognized as commonalities for defining PBL. The Buck 
Institute for Education (BIE), a leader in the development and 
implementation of using PBL as a framework for teaching, identi-
fies the following eight elements as being essential to PBL: signifi-
cant content; 21st century competencies; in-depth inquiry; a driving 
question; a need to know; student voice and choice; critique and 
revision; and student presentations of work to a public audience 
(Buck Institute for Education). In a review of research about proj-
ect-based learning, Thomas (2000) uses the following five criteria 
to determine what a project must have in order to be considered as 
project-based learning: (a) PBL projects are the curriculum, not an 
add on or end; (b) PBL projects drive students to pursue learning 
related to the desired concepts and principles of the content; (c) 
PBL projects require students to construct knowledge as a result 
of participating in inquiries; (d) rather than being teacher-led and 
scripted, PBL projects are driven by students; and, (e) PBL projects 
are authentic and incorporate real-life challenges. As can be seen, 
there is significant overlap in the two sets of criteria provided here 
and these criteria meet the majority of descriptors used by Daniels 
and Bizar (2005) to describe best practice teaching.

Preparing preservice candidates to teach using PBL is critical for 
several reasons. Research has shown that PBL has positive effects 
on student content knowledge and their ability to apply knowledge 
to solve real world problems. In a meta-analysis of the effective-
ness of PBL in teaching content knowledge, Strobel and van 
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Barneveld (2009) concluded that students in PBL learning environ-
ments outperformed their counterparts in traditional instructional 
settings on knowledge and real-world skills. “PBL is significantly 
more effective than traditional instruction to train competent and 
skilled practitioners and to promote long-term retention of knowl-
edge and skills” (Strobel & van Barneveld, 2009, p. 55). Boaler 
(1997) found that students with immersive PBL learning experi-
ences emerge with more content knowledge that can be applied to 
a variety of real-world tasks. In an experimental study of 76 PBL 
classroom teachers, Finkelstein, Hanson, Huang, Hirschman, & 
Huang (2010) reported that PBL learning led to higher scores on 
not only standardized exams, but also ability tests that focused on 
problem-solving skills and application to real-world problems.

PBL learning experiences are also found to lead to improved 
critical-thinking and problem-solving skills (Shepherd, 1998; 
Treten & Zachariou, 1995). Research suggests that PBL is a suc-
cessful approach for 21st-century skills and that students with 
immersive PBL learning experiences show more initiative by utiliz-
ing resources and revising work (Barron et al., 1998).

Higher levels of student motivation and engagement are also 
found to be associated with PBL learning experiences. For example, 
secondary students were more excited about marine engineering 
and physical science when they participated in an applied shipbuild-
ing project (Verma, Dickerson, & McKinney, 2011). Similarly, in a 
study of an economics class, both the lowest- and highest-perform-
ing students were engaged in a PBL unit, including students who 
showed no or minimal interest in economics at the start of the unit 
(Ravitz & Mergendoller, 2005). One explanation of higher levels of 
engagement and motivation is that PBL places students in a real-
world problem context and helps students to see the value of the 
learning experiences (Blumenfeld et al., 1991). 

In summary, PBL offers many advantages, including: increas-
ing student engagement; providing authentic, real-world learning 
experiences for students; and teaching students the skills they will 
need to continue to be life-long learners and contributors to their 
communities. There are specific pedagogical strategies that teachers 
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must know in order to be successful using the PBL approach. In 
addition, because this approach is often new for not only secondary 
teachers but also for their students, teachers need to know how to 
structure time, space and resources in order to promote a classroom 
culture that will lead to student success when using PBL. Thus, we 
have implemented the four-step approach described below to enable 
our candidates and the teachers and students with whom they are 
working to successfully employ PBL in their teaching and learning.

Observe It
The first step is to observe PBL. Field observation has been 

widely adopted in teacher education programs and is esteemed as 
an essential component in teacher preparation (Guyton & McIntyre, 
1990). In a typical early field observation experience, prospective 
teachers are exposed to cooperating teachers’ application of theory 
and instructional approaches, which are usually connected to the 
university’s educational courses. The goal is for preservice teachers 
to develop their theoretical understanding and pedagogical knowl-
edge, in part through close, guided observation of the cooperating 
teacher.

Besides the traditional value of an early field observation 
experience in teacher education programs, field observation of 
PBL carries additional meaning and plays an even more critical 
role. Research shows that teachers tend to teach the way they were 
taught (Ball, 1990; Vrasidas & McIsaac, 2001). Since PBL is still 
relatively new in schools, many teacher candidates have little to no 
prior experience or knowledge about it. For many of them, observ-
ing PBL is a culture shock. Many components of PBL classrooms 
are different and sometimes even opposite to the traditional model 
that pre- and in-service teachers have been through in their own 
learning experiences. Therefore, PBL field experience needs to pro-
vide in-depth opportunities for teacher candidates to develop their 
understanding of PBL.

With the partnership between a local secondary school in the 
New Tech Network, teacher candidates in the Secondary Education 
program from this four-year liberal arts university are introduced to 
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PBL and start their field experience in their sophomore year. This 
PBL experience is embedded in a required educational psychol-
ogy course. The course is offered in the PBL middle school twice 
weekly. As part of the course requirement, every week each teacher 
candidate spends two hours (over two visits) in the PBL school. 
This semester-long field experience provides a variety of opportu-
nities for teacher candidates to observe, participate in, and reflect 
on PBL. Here are some examples of these opportunities.

Observing PBL Learning in all Content Areas
In this field experience, teacher candidates work with 7th graders 

in all content areas (e.g., English language, math, science, and social 
studies). Since many projects are designed to promote students’ 
knowledge in multiple content areas, teachers of these content areas 
collaborate with each other in planning, teaching, and evaluat-
ing projects. An example of collaboration between social studies 
and English teachers is for students to write a fictional story, at the 
request of a classroom teacher of younger students, to introduce a 
selected Asian culture to the students. Another example of social 
studies and English collaboration is for students to explore differ-
ent countries and cultures and discern which country they may want 
to live in if they are forced to leave the United States due to some 
natural disaster. An example of collaboration between math and sci-
ence is to design and create math and science games. The games are 
eventually played and reviewed by peers on a Game Day.

Immersive field experience also allows teacher candidates to 
observe a variety of PBL activities. For instance, teacher candi-
dates are able to observe PBL teachers co-teaching cross-curricular 
projects, which is another key component of PBL but is not usu-
ally present in traditional classrooms and may be new to teacher 
candidates.

Tutoring and Workshops
In addition to observation, teacher candidates are also part of the 

students’ PBL learning experiences. Teacher candidates are asked 
to interact with a small group of students, such as tutoring within 
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their projects, being an audience for and judges of student presenta-
tions, and giving workshops on the topics that are identified from 
the “what needs to know” analysis conducted by students when 
they started a project.

Candidates generally felt that immersive observation experiences 
in a PBL school significantly improved their understanding of PBL. 
When asked about their understanding of PBL, candidates empha-
sized its connection to the real world. One candidate said, “Through 
research and creating projects, students are not only doing work 
according to standards, but are learning real-world application skills 
through them.” Another candidate commented that PBL “allowed 
students to see how school subjects relate to the real world” and 
that PBL is “more about problem-solution.” Candidates also com-
mented on the potential of PBL learning in improving non-cognitive 
skills, such as helping students “gain confidence” and “collabora-
tion skills.” Overall, candidates expressed positive feelings about 
the impact of PBL for students. As one candidate put it, “PBL better 
prepares middle school students for higher education, future careers, 
and even the workforce.” However, many candidates also men-
tioned that PBL is a new instructional model and prompts their need 
for more pedagogical knowledge, skills and clinical experiences to 
be prepared to teach in PBL settings.

The course instructor of the educational psychology course 
designed the PBL experiences not only to improve teacher candi-
dates’ understanding of PBL, but also to develop their understand-
ing of major educational theories and concepts. First, many field 
observation forms were modified to address candidates’ unique 
field experiences in this PBL setting (e.g., co-teaching across dif-
ferent content areas, integrating technology in small group research 
projects, etc.). Second, during class-time conversations, the instruc-
tor used specific prompt questions about the connections to PBL 
and educational theories. For instance, when teacher candidates 
were learning Piaget’s cognitive development theory, they talked 
about the stage of cognitive development of those 7th grade PBL 
learners they had been observing. Teacher candidates also dis-
cussed the advantages (as well as challenges) of incorporating 
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inquiry-based PBL research projects with young teens, given where 
they are in terms of cognitive development. Third, students were 
given opportunities to share their thoughts and ideas about PBL 
in a variety of learning activities. In such learning activities, the 
instructor tended to use general guidelines and did not ask, specifi-
cally, about connections to candidates’ PBL experience. However, 
when teacher candidates made connections to PBL experiences, 
they were asked to elaborate on their thoughts and ideas. For 
example, all teacher candidates were asked to draw a concept 
map of memory. Two out of three groups included “PBL” in their 
concept map. They were asked to explain why they believed that 
PBL plays a positive role in helping students remember informa-
tion. Additionally, during class discussion about meta-cognition, a 
teacher candidate made a comment, “That’s why they were doing 
need-to-know analysis in PBL!” Her “aha moment” soon inspired 
others to look at metacognition from a PBL perspective. 

Experience It
There are multiple means in which we have our teacher candi-

dates experience PBL lessons from the introductory phase of obser-
vation to being the learners in a course that is designed entirely 
around the PBL model. In our multi-step approach we affirm 
Kolmos’ (2002) notion that PBL enables students to draw upon 
prior skills and knowledge while partaking in real-world problem-
solving situations, arguing that this approach allows students to 
transfer knowledge into unknown and new situations.

Our undergraduate educational psychology students have the 
fortunate opportunity to have their college course and articulated 
field experience set in a New Tech Middle School in a local school 
township. The experience actually begins with a flipped model 
wherein the middle school students instruct the teacher candidates 
in the essentials of PBL. As both the course and the clinical experi-
ence progress, teacher candidates learn via observation and through 
the creation of mini-lessons, which they eventually create to sup-
port PBL projects at this clinical site.

In a more in-depth way, all secondary candidates in our teacher 
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education programs have a course or a major portion of a course 
that is taught in a PBL format. For example, in one of our graduate 
programs, candidates take a class about designing PBL units that is 
taught using PBL as the delivery mechanism. The advantage of this 
approach is that candidates are experiencing the same thing their 
own students will experience as they each progress through a PBL 
unit. This gives them a greater understanding of the PBL process 
and of both the scaffolding and the freedom for student choice that 
are necessary for the design of a successful PBL unit. Graduate 
students commented, “PBL allows for student choice within the 
project. It gives the teacher the ability to find ways to allow stu-
dents to pick their topic within the concept.” In addition, a gradu-
ate student added, “Instructors (in PBL environments) must allow 
students to complete their work in ways that appeal to the students, 
but checkpoints are essential.”

Undergraduate Secondary and Master of Arts in Teaching 
candidates learn content in their Social and Political Contexts of 
Education courses via the delivery of a PBL portion of the course 
wherein they create a charter school prospectus that aims to serve 
a certain K-12 student population. This prospectus is presented to 
an authentic audience, our Mayor’s Office, which is one of the two 
State charter agencies. The entirety of this experience affirms edu-
cational research that the acquisition of knowledge is embedded in 
experiential, active engagement that challenges students to assess 
situations from analytical and critical perspectives in order to reach 
a proposed outcome (Savin-Baden & Wilkie, 2004).

Create It
Once our candidates observe and experience PBL, it is time for 

them to move on to the third step of our model: creating their own 
PBL units for use with secondary students. The PBL units designed 
by our candidates include the standards and 21st-century skills that 
will be addressed in the unit: a driving question; scenario and entry 
documents; assessment plans including a description of products 
and artifacts along with rubrics for assessing products; artifacts 
and 21st-century skills; and a map of the project including daily 
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student activities, ideas for how the teacher will scaffold the project 
both academically and procedurally including possible resources, 
potential workshops, task lists, group supports and progress checks 
(Buck Institute for Education).

The creation of PBL units varies from program to program with 
some candidates designing and delivering a portion of a PBL unit 
and others designing and delivering an entire unit. In our under-
graduate secondary program, upperclassmen are asked to design 
a PBL unit while in their intense middle school field practicum. 
During this time, candidates design a PBL unit that has a focus on 
promoting literacy in the content area they will prepare to teach. 
At the graduate level, candidates consult with their cooperating 
teacher during their full-time student teaching to come up with a 
topic for their unit. They are then tasked with designing an entire 
PBL unit to address the agreed upon content. Once they have 
designed the entire PBL unit, the candidates have the opportunity 
to present their PBL unit design at a public exhibition where they 
receive feedback about the unit from both content area professors 
and education professors as well as from community members 
with real-life expertise in the content area of the candidate’s PBL 
unit. They then have a chance to make revisions to the unit before 
implementing it with students during student teaching. Following 
the implementation of their PBL unit, candidates are required to do 
another revision of the unit based on what they learned from imple-
menting it in an actual classroom. The revised PBL units are shared 
with other teacher candidates who, in turn, can revise these units 
for use in their own classrooms once they have teaching positions. 
Ideas for the development of PBL units are as varied as the content 
areas secondary students’ experience. Some examples of units that 
candidates have designed include students exploring polynomials 
by considering the cost, type and amount of flooring materials it 
would take to install floors in a new home, creating and launch-
ing miniature hot air balloons to explore gas laws, teaching expo-
nents and logarithms in the context of buying a car, and exploring 
parabolas by designing an efficient solar powered cooker.

While creating and implementing their PBL units, candidates 
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collaborated with a variety of community partners. Such part-
ners included local professionals from the business, medical, and 
nonprofit sectors. These community members added real-world 
application and community involvement components to the PBL 
unit which promoted intrinsic motivation in our candidates’ stu-
dents. One candidate commented that PBL “challenges the students 
to seek more knowledge outside the walls of the classroom. It 
provides room for them to interact professionally with the com-
munity.” Another candidate stated, “Creating my first PBL unit 
without having seen it play out in the classroom first was challeng-
ing. Once I was able to implement my PBL unit, I realized that PBL 
brought even more purpose and direction to my teaching.”

Become It
Whether it is via observation or an entire program based almost 

entirely on PBL, our candidates are entering the teaching profes-
sion armed with knowledge of PBL as a creative and authentic 
methodology for engaging secondary learners. In addition, they are 
better prepared to solve the multi-faceted problems that are encoun-
tered by today’s secondary teachers. According to researchers (e.g., 
Spiro, Feltovich, Jacobson, & Coulsen, 1992), this approach helps 
prospective teachers form networks of ideas and see patterns across 
problems and issues so they extend and transfer their thinking from 
what they encounter in the university to their work as teachers. 

The majority of secondary candidates from the university have 
the chance to not only experience PBL, but also to design PBL 
experiences. In addition, by having such close ties to grassroots 
movements in our state, such as #PBLChat (i.e., a social media 
platform for PBL), the State Collaborative for PBL that is housed in 
the University of Indianapolis and a local summer PBL Institute (see 
more details at http://magnifylearningin.org/), our graduates have 
the means to always be on the journey toward becoming better PBL 
educators. Because of their PBL experiences, our candidates are 
actively recruited by districts who have shown an interest in PBL 
and other formats of instruction that are especially engaging. 
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Conclusion
In short, throughout our teacher education programs, in collabo-

ration with the College of Arts and Sciences, our teacher candi-
dates are provided with numerous opportunities to develop their 
knowledge and understanding of PBL and integrate that into their 
teaching practice. The four-step approach—Observe it, Experience 
it, Create it, and Become it—is embedded in clinical experiences 
based on the university’s collaboration with local agents, including 
PBL schools, programs, and nonprofit organizations. The col-
laboration also benefits students and residents in the community as 
many of the PBL projects are designed to serve their various needs.

The preliminary findings of this approach are promising. The 
university is increasingly recognized as a hub for developing PBL 
teachers. The unique PBL component in both undergraduate and 
graduate programs answers the call for more PBL teachers in the 
metropolitan area and the state. Partnership schools and programs 
express interest in maintaining and in some cases expanding their 
collaboration with the university. 
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Abstract
The needs of urban schools are the focus of educators. Of 

primary concern is the lack of qualified teachers who are prepared 
to meet the needs of learners in U.S. classrooms. One factor of 
policymakers’ concern is the mismatch between the experiences 
and backgrounds of many teachers versus those of students they 
will teach. Preservice teachers continue to mirror this mismatch. 
Preparing preservice teachers to enter the profession as cultur-
ally relevant teachers is a goal of teacher preparation programs. 
This article looks at one university’s program to help preservice 
teachers develop cultural competence. The study was designed to 
investigate the university’s efforts to provide preservice teachers 
with opportunities to experience cultural and linguistic diversity. 
This article, developed from a larger study, focuses on developing 
culturally relevant practice among preservice teachers.

Keywords: preservice teachers; multicultural education, multi-
cultural literature, culturally relevant texts, culturally relevant 
pedagogy, English Language Learners
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Public schools in the United States are becoming more and 
more diverse. In 2007–2008, English Language Learners made up 
9% of the student population. In 2011 the percentage rose to over 
15% (Feistritzer, 2011). The National Journal reports that “when 
schools reopen in August and September, (2014) Black, Latino, 
Asian, and Native American students will together make up a 
narrow majority of the nation’s public school students” (Ross & 
Bell, 2014). These statistics emphasize the need for teacher educa-
tion programs to provide opportunities for preservice teachers to 
have experiences with culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD) 
students. Furthermore, this need is compounded by the fact that 
the National Center for Education Information reports that 87% 
of our public teachers are White females (Feistritzer, 2011; Nieto, 
2002). Preservice teachers mirror these statistics. Sleeter (2001) 
notes that most White preservice teachers “bring little awareness 
or understanding of discrimination, especially racism” (p. 95) 
further underscoring the need for developing opportunities for 
preservice teachers to cultivate cultural awareness and competence. 
Furthermore, Ladson-Billings (2006) argues the importance of 
cultural competence as a tenant of culturally relevant pedagogy. 

Using this conceptual framework, the study presented in this 
article looked at ways that preservice teachers were immersed in 
diverse experiences and their reflections. The basis of this study 
was not to “teach” being culturally relevant, but to provide a cata-
lyst for the preservice teachers to make cultural competency part 
of their being. This idea of not “teaching” cultural competency is 
expressed by Ladson-Billings in her discussion of one teacher’s 
probing statement. She recalls a teacher commenting, “Everybody 
keeps telling us about multicultural education, but nobody is telling 
us how to do it!” (2006, p. 30). Ladson-Billings’ response was, 
“Even if we could tell you how to do it, I would not want us to tell 
you how to do it” (2006, p. 39). Thus, the premise of the interven-
tion utilized in this project was not to tell the preservice teachers 
how to “do cultural competence,” but to provide opportunities for 
this to happen. Gay (2000) supports this stance, noting that teachers 
must develop a knowledge base about cultural diversity in order to 
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become culturally responsive teachers. Further strengthening this 
overarching concept, Ladson-Billings argues that having cultural 
competence is much like practicing democracy—you do it. It has 
become part of your decision-making process, the way you live 
your life, and has become a state of being (Ladson-Billings, 2006; 
Milner, 2011). Gay (2000) further states that cultural education 
must be comprehensive in its form, and it must be an integral part 
of everything that happens in the education enterprise. Although 
one experience cannot produce this level of being, the project 
was developed to address this need and is supported by Dewey’s 
(1938) assertion that there is a “fundamental unity in the idea that 
there is an intimate and necessary relation between the process of 
actual experience and education” (p. 7). Furthermore, paraphras-
ing Dewey (1916) in Democracy and Education, learning in the 
schools of education should be continuous with learning in the 
schools of practice. Noddings (2012) underscores the need for 
schools of education to prepare teacher candidates for the diver-
sity of today’s public schools by involving them in diverse living 
experiences. 

The Study
The study was conducted in the summers of 2013 and 2014. 

Specifically, the study was designed to investigate how one uni-
versity teacher preparatory program provided its mainstream 
preservice teachers with opportunities to experience cultural and 
linguistic diversity in order to develop their foundation for cultur-
ally relevant practice. The university, understanding the need to 
provide qualified teachers prepared to meet the diverse needs of 
the school populations, designed an inner city immersion experi-
ence for their preservice teachers. The intent of this activity was 
to address the current research stating that there is a mismatch 
between the experiences and backgrounds of the university’s 
preservice teachers and those of students they will teach. While 
their likely future classroom populations will be more than half 
culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD) students, at this uni-
versity, over 90% of the preservice teachers are White and come 
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from middle class and advantaged backgrounds. Knowing that the 
learners the preservice teachers will encounter in their classrooms 
will look very different from them and have not experienced the 
same advantages, the university undertook this project. The prepa-
ration of teachers equipped to connect with these learners and to 
effectively deal with the challenges in urban settings is a critical 
need. This requires meaningful and repeated engagement in urban 
contexts as part of the teacher preparation program.

Three central questions were investigated in the larger study. 
They were: 

1.  How can an immersion experience in a diverse environment 
impact the understanding and philosophy of a group of main-
stream preservice teachers? 

2.  What are some of the perceptions of mainstream preservice 
teachers about cultural and linguistic diversity? 

3.  How do these perceptions impact the preservice teachers’ cur-
riculum choices?

This article will focus on the findings surrounding the preservice 
teachers’perceptions that guided their curriculum choices; specifi-
cally, in their choice of books or texts. 

Framework
The study looked specifically at one university’s summer pro-

gram for preservice teachers established to develop cultural aware-
ness. This challenge of equipping preservice teachers with effective 
tools to meet the challenges of teaching students who have cul-
tural backgrounds different from their own has been noted as an 
important element in teacher preparation (Banks, 2000; Gay, 2000; 
Gollnick & Chin, 2004; Ladson-Billings, 1994, 2001; Riley, 1999). 
White female teachers are often not aware of their own culture and 
see themselves as “just American” (Ladson-Billings 1995; Nieto, 
2002). Howard (1999) notes that you cannot teach what you don’t 
know. According to Gay (2000) this statement applies to knowl-
edge about both the students and the subject matter. The university 
summer program pushed to provide opportunities to allow  
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preservice teachers to acquire real knowledge and understanding 
about their own culture and the cultures of their future students. 

This article focuses on the data from the larger study as it relates 
to the use of books or texts to bridge the culture and understand-
ing of teachers and the students. The importance of using cultur-
ally relevant texts is documented in the research (Ladson-Billings, 
2006; Freeman & Freeman, 2004; Valdez, 1999). Ladson-Billings 
(2006) encourages that students using culturally relevant pedagogy 
can help students maintain their own cultures as they navigate the 
dominant culture through the use of culturally relevant texts. She 
also points out that the books or texts that are commonly used 
in the classrooms may have a negative effect on this effort. She 
states that “negative effects are brought about, for example, by 
not seeing one’s history, culture, or background represented in the 
textbooks” (p. 17-18). She also adds that it is imperative that we 
develop a pedagogy that empowers students not only intellectually 
but socially and emotionally. This study expands that concept to the 
use of culturally diverse texts to help preservice teachers form their 
own cultural awareness. 

The importance of providing texts with which CLD students can 
relate is foundational to student engagement and learning, but the 
availability of these texts is lacking. The Cooperative Children’s 
Book Center at the University of Wisconsin in 2013 reported that of 
the 3,200 children’s books published that year only 93 were about 
Black people. Myers (2014) referred to this as “The Apartheid 
of Children’s Literature.” Additionally, the ability for preservice 
teachers to acknowledge the need for culturally relevant texts as an 
important focal point in their instructional planning and teaching 
is lacking. The inexperience that the majority of our White, middle 
class preservice teachers have with CLD students interferes with 
the automaticity of including culturally relevant activities and texts. 
This study adds to the current literature by focusing on the experi-
ences the preservice teachers had with culturally diverse students 
and the impact the experience has on their thoughts about their 
future teaching practice. 
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Methods
The findings in this article are from the larger qualitative case 

study conducted in July 2013 and June 2014. The study focused 
on the reactions and reflections of preservice teachers engaged in 
cultural experiences as part of their course on teaching English 
Language Learners (ELLs). Yin (2009, p. 3) states that case studies 
offer researchers “how” questions about “a contemporary set of 
events” over which they “[have] little or no control.” The choice 
of this qualitative method matches the set of events surrounding 
the preservice teachers and the development of cultural awareness. 
Multiple sources of data were used to increase the credibility of the 
study. Data were reviewed by experts to insure accuracy. 

Participants
The participants in this study were preservice teachers preparing 

to do their student teaching either in the following fall or spring. 
They were enrolled in a university course titled “Effective Teaching 
Strategies for English Language Learners.” As part of the course, 
the students spent five days living together in a highly diverse, high 
poverty area. The Summer 2013 course was conducted in a large 
urban setting with a population of more than one million residents. 
Participating were 11 female students and two professors, one male 
and one female. The professors were also the researchers. Ten of the 
students self-identified as White and one as mixed race, and both 
professors where White. All participants were given pseudonyms. 

The Summer 2014 course was held in a medium size city with a 
population of more than 100,000 people where the university was 
located; students lived in a high poverty area that was linguistically 
and culturally diverse. They moved several times during the five 
days to different kinds of housing. There were seven female students 
and the same two professors; eight self-identified as White and one 
Hispanic. The university students spent time in their university class-
room and time working with elementary school CLD students as 
well as interactions with the communities. The study was explained 
to all students and each submitted a participant consent form under 
the requirements of the Internal Review Board at the university. 
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Data
Qualitative data was collected from groups meetings, structured 

journals, literature circles, class assignments, and field notes. As 
part of the university course, students participated in group meet-
ings every evening after their daily experiences which were audio 
recorded and then transcribed and studied. Using internal and 
external codes, the transcripts were coded (Miles & Huberman, 
1994). Field notes were taken by the researchers during the experi-
ences, including the literature circle discussions on a required read-
ing, Girl in Translation. Final sources of data were the students’ 
structured journals and reflections that they completed as part of 
the course. Using these multiple data gathering sources strengthens 
the credibility of the study (Yin, 2009). 

Several themes developed from the coding of the data. The 
themes that informed the question studied in this article were: 

1. The understanding of the reality of cultural and linguistic vari-
ety that exists among the students that will be the children in 
the chairs of their classrooms 

2. The scaffolding that literature (text) provided for the preservice 
teachers

3. The connections that literature (text) provided for the preser-
vice teachers and the ELL

Findings
Significance of Authentic Experiences

The first theme that emerged from the data was the concept that 
while the preservice teachers intellectually knew about linguistic 
and cultural diversity, they did not have sufficient practical under-
standing. They had studied about students with different home 
languages, students in the culture of poverty, and students with 
different ethnic and nationality cultures, but they had no first-
hand experience. The professors of the courses had given multiple 
examples from their past, the current literature, and current events, 
but the information was too abstract. Their personal background 
did not provide a scheme for this information. For example, after 
the first day of working with children, one student, Karen, looked at 
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the professor and said, “They really don’t speak ENGLISH.” And 
this student was not alone in her epiphany. Another student, Tara, 
commented that “they don’t know any English. They have only 
been here two weeks and they are in school.” For these preservice 
teachers, the authentic experiences were what made the connection 
between their classroom learning and the reality of the CLDs that 
will be in their classrooms. 

Although discussed in classroom activities, the concept of cul-
tural fatigue and poverty fatigue was made clear through this expe-
rience (Diaz-Rico, 2012; Donahue & Parsons, 1982). One student, 
Angela, said, “We had used public transportation so I was naturally 
tired. I was so tired. I was sitting on my bed in the room when I 
realized that this is a normal day for some people.” She continued 
to say that she realized that she did not understand anything about 
the lives some people live and she never would, but she got a little 
taste of how tiring it can be, and she will be watchful of this in her 
teaching. 

Another student, Mary, focused her thoughts on how she thought 
all English Language Learners would have Spanish as their home 
language. She reported that her classroom she was in had ten differ-
ent languages. Another student, Sarah, stated that working with an 
ELL student was a “mind-blowing” experience. She was playing 
jump rope with a group of children on hot asphalt at an apartment 
complex (The outside temperature that day was 104 degrees). Jump 
rope was a new game for the children. This experience of trying to 
teach a simple game using all her strategies was much more dif-
ficult than she thought it would be. She said, “I’m just trying to talk 
to them and get a little message across. I was just trying to figure 
out how to tell them to jump. How much harder is it going to be as 
a teacher to get not just the language across but the content I have 
to teach them?” Sarah found that it was an exhausting experience. 
She said, “When they’re not understanding... when I’m using all 
my energy just to get them to jump. What if I was trying to teach 
them to divide?” Karen summed up the importance of providing 
the authentic experiences for our student teachers to make their 
intellectual understanding match their true understandings when 
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she said, “That (playing with the children) was probably one of 
the highlights. Being able to actually use what we’ve kinda talked 
about. It was harder! It’s good to think that it was hard.” 

Interactions with ELLs around Picture Books  
A second theme that emerged from the data revolved around 

the preservice teachers’ interactions with ELLs and picture books 
both in formal and informal settings. Before the preservice teach-
ers worked with the students they participated in activities in their 
classroom settings learning about culturally relevant texts for 
marginalized students, including all types of diversity. When the 
preservice teacher had opportunities to engage with the students 
they were surprised at the choice of “favorite books” the students 
were drawn to. 

In one situation a preservice teacher found the lack of English 
vocabulary was evident. “I loved getting to make use of my rusty 
Spanish and actually get a response from the children. My favorite 
part of the whole experience was when I sat down with the little 
boy in the flannel pajamas and read books with him and looked at 
the “I Spy” book with him.” The student went on to express that 
she never thought “I Spy” books were good literature or appropri-
ate for the classroom until it provided a way for her to interact with 
the little boy. “He would point to the picture, I would say the name, 
and then together we would find it in the big picture. My favorite 
part.” 

Different types of texts provide different opportunities. “I Spy” 
books provided a natural bridge from picture to labeling vocabu-
lary appropriate for pre-production or beginner level students. The 
students found that students at higher levels were drawn to books 
that provided opportunities for them to make a connection between 
themselves and the books. Mary Helen, one of the preservice teach-
ers, was planning an activity for a group of 4th and 5th grade ELLs 
that followed the activities that the students had been doing in the 
classroom. However, instead of using the classroom library of 
leveled readers, she chose to pick a book especially for each child. 
Even though she had only been with them three days, she felt that 
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she could choose a book that each student could relate to. Mary 
Helen shared the experience with the group. She explained how 
she picked the book for one girl, Keza, from Rwanda. She noted 
that Keza loved putting things in her hair. Each day she had some-
thing different in her hair. Sometimes it was beads, other times it 
was colorful clips, and there was even one day when she had tiny 
ribbons tied around the end of each braid. Mary Helen chose the 
book, I Love My Hair by Natasha Tarpley. The cover picture shows 
an African American girl with braids that looked almost exact like 
the student’s hair. Mary Helen said that she knew that the student 
would love the book, but was not ready for what happened. In her 
journal, Mary Helen captured the experience: 

     
When I handed it to her the next day in class after we had 
explained the exercise, she just kind of looked at it the 
front cover. After I had passed out the other books, I came 
back, and she was still looking at it. I assumed she just 
had not understood the directions, and so I knelt down 
beside her and asked if she needed help. She shook her 
head. I asked if she was ok. She started turning some of the 
pages in the book, then looked at me and said, “They have 
books like this?” She had never seen or read a book that 
had a little girl in it that looked like her. We read that book 
together and she loved it. She pointed out all of the parts 
that reminded her of herself, and then wrote a sentence 
about how the little girl in the book had hair just like hers. 

When Mary Helen shared this from her journal with the preser-
vice teachers in her class, there was silence in the room and many 
tears. She went on to draw a very important conclusion. She noted, 
“This was a very touching experience, but it also proved to me how 
important it is to choose items for teaching and to teach in such a 
way that is diversified. One book made a world of difference to this 
child, and it is incredible to think about what one year could do if 
you were that child’s teacher.” 

This experience confirmed what the preservice teachers had 
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been learning in class about choosing culturally relevant texts in 
a meaningful way. Furthermore, the connection between knowing 
your students and knowing the literature was an important under-
standing that was provided by the experience. In addition, the shar-
ing of experiences in group discussion allowed for shared learning 
that could follow them into their student teaching experience and 
future practice. 

“Girl in Translation Gave Me an Experience to Pull From .”
Not only did texts provide connections between the preservice 

teachers and the ELL students, they provided a scaffold for the 
preservice teachers to develop more understanding about CLD stu-
dents and the diverse situations that are part of their life. As a class 
assignment, the students read Girl in Translation by Jean Kwok 
and engaged in literature circles. The book chronicles the story of 
a ten-year-old girl, Kimberly, and her mother who move to New 
York City from Hong Kong. The story follows Kimberly from her 
first day in a U.S. public school with a not-so-culturally relevant 
teacher to Kimberly’s becoming a doctor and assimilating into the 
American culture. Kwok gives Kimberly a strong, personal voice 
that draws the students into her life. The connections from the 
preservice teachers’ engagement with the book were varied. Ally, 
one of the preservice teachers, noted that she had a lack of knowl-
edge about immigrants and the difficulties than they face. She said, 
“Because of this lack of knowledge I was culturally insensitive, but 
after reading Girl In Translation, I suddenly had an experience to 
pull from, Kimberly’s experience.” She continued to reflect that “if 
it were not for Girl In Translation, I would not be able to see my 
students this way, and I would not be able to provide the support 
that I know they so desperately yearn for.” 

The preservice teachers noted that the text provided opportuni-
ties for them to see the importance of the teacher through the eyes 
of the students, a place that they can never be. Mary Helen added, 
“Reading this book really humbled me as I was able to see a child 
persevere through something I have a hard time even imaging 
and succeed.” She capsulated the idea saying, “Reading Girl In 
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Translation and then reading our class text and learning about the 
language levels really made the learning more meaningful as I was 
able to connect the aspects to an actual student who I had read all 
about.” The text provided the scaffolding the preservice teachers 
needed to make the information they were learning meaningful. 
The use of a mentor text provided the important structure that the 
preservice teachers needed to use as they approach their interac-
tions with CLD students. 

Implications
The findings from the study points to several implications for 

teacher preparation programs to prepare preservice teachers for 
their future teaching practice. These implications include the need 
for teacher preparation programs to provide meaningful experi-
ences with students of diverse backgrounds and the inherent educa-
tional value found in the use of culturally relevant literature. 

With the fact that there is a mismatch between the cultures of the 
majority of the next generation of teachers and their students, pre-
service teachers need to have first-hand knowledge and experience 
with CLD students. The four-day experience of immersion into a 
different culture provided multiple experiences. These experiences 
can be within the community of the university or in nearby settings. 
Having professors with experience teaching or living in diverse 
situations offers the opportunities for students to debrief about 
their new learning and feelings. An example of this was when the 
students during the class time discussed the need for developing 
relationships with the families and community where they teach to 
develop credibility. Later that day, the students were able to see it 
in action when a community member protected the professor’s van 
because “You bring food to our kids. I got your back.” This type 
of experience provided the teachable moment that the classroom 
could not provide. 

Programs that are not able to incorporate these types of experi-
ences can look to texts to provide a scaffold for the preservice 
teachers to understand the concepts presented in the classroom. 
Jean Kwok’s Girl in Translation was chosen for this university’s 
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ELL course with purposeful intention because it related the events 
of a young girl from Hong Kong—not a Spanish speaking country. 
This enabled the preservice teachers to expand on the expressed 
concept that they immediately thought an ELL’s native language 
was Spanish. In reality the ELLs in the area of the university are 
diverse with more than 12 different languages in one summer 
school class. The literacy circles provided opportunities for the 
preservice teachers to share their current thoughts on CLD students 
and conditions. Ally commented that she had gone to Kwok’s 
website to see when this book was set. She said, “I thought this 
was written about Kimberly in the early 1900s, but no, the time 
was much more current like in the 1990s.” Providing texts that 
help students develop empathy with the story of ELLs can provide 
opportunities for connection between preservice teachers and CLD 
students. 

A second implication of this study was the importance of pro-
viding multicultural texts for CLD students. The comment “They 
really make things like this?” is powerful support for the comment 
of Christopher Myer (2014) that there is an apartheid in children’s 
literature. With the limited number of quality culturally relevant 
texts, teachers and preservice teachers must carefully evaluate 
available texts and choose wisely. There are several tools available 
for helping preservice teachers make good decisions about texts 
for CLD students. Lu (1998) studied the importance of multi-
cultural books and how to evaluate these texts. She argues that a 
good book for children can transcend time, space, and language. 
She continues to count the benefits of multicultural literature to 
include the opportunities to see how others grow, see how there are 
similarities between themselves and others, develop strategies to 
cope with challenges, and to help them identify themselves with 
their own culture. This study expands on Lu’s thoughts to include 
the power of multicultural texts for preservice teachers to learn 
to relate to other cultures and for CLDs to connect with texts and 
their new culture. Simply seeing children in their texts that “look 
like them” makes connections possible. Based on these concepts, 
Lu (1998) provides several characteristics that should be used 
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when determining the quality of multi-cultural texts. Lu’s qualifiers 
include: 

1.  Positive portrayals of characters with authentic and realistic 
behaviors, to avoid stereotypes of a particular cultural group.

2.  Authentic illustrations to enhance the quality of the text, since 
illustrations can have a strong impact on children.

3.  Pluralistic themes to foster belief in cultural diversity as a 
national asset as well as reflect the changing nature of this 
country’s population. 

4.  Contemporary as well as historical fiction that captures chang-
ing trends in the roles played by minority groups in America. 

5.  High literary quality, including strong plots and well-devel-
oped characterization. 

6.  Historical accuracy when appropriate. 
7.  Reflections of the cultural values of the characters. 

These criteria provide a precise tool for helping preservice 
teachers choose multicultural books for their classroom. 

Another tool that can provide preservice teachers with a guide 
for choosing appropriate multi-cultural books comes from the work 
of Freeman and Freeman (2004). Their work asserts that culturally 
relevant literature can be the bridge between CLD students and the 
negotiating of their identity. Providing CLD students with oppor-
tunities to read texts that they can relate to is ultimate to providing 
opportunities for students to learn and develop. Cummins (2000) 
points out “that schools are places where students negotiate identi-
ties. Schools can either affirm or deny those identities” (p. 8). This 
affirmation or denial can be found in texts. One example of the 
power of culturally relevant texts from Freeman and Freeman’s 
work is the story of Francisco, an immigrant from San Salvador. 
Francisco said, “That was the first book I ever read from the begin-
ning to the end. It was amazing. I kept reliving my own experi-
ences.” (2004, p. 7). The similar experience in this study when the 
student expressed that it was the first time that she had seen any-
one like her in a book provides more evidence to the importance 
for using culturally relevant texts. When provided with culturally 
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relevant texts, the students more fully understand and they are more 
engaged in their reading resulting in more reading. To help students 
and teachers choose meaningful texts, Freeman (2000) identified a 
set of questions that teachers or students can use when making their 
choices. These questions include:   

• Are the characters in the story like you and your family?
• Have you ever had an experience like the one described in this  

     story?
• Have you lived in or visited places like those in the story?
• Could this story take place this year?
• How close do you think the main characters are to you in age?
• Are the main characters in the story boys or girls?
• Do the characters talk like you and your family do?
• How often do you read stories like this? (Freeman & Freeman,  

    2004, p. 9-10)
Freeman and Freeman (2004) have taken these questions and 

placed them on a Likert scale for students to use. Using these ques-
tions with their students in mind teachers and preservice teachers 
can provide meaningful texts for their students.  

Conclusion
The results of this study described the importance of helping 

preservice teachers prepare to teach in diverse learning environ-
ments. Realizing that there is a mismatch between the university’s 
preservice teachers and the children they will teach, the univer-
sity implemented a course to help provide real life experiences to 
develop more cultural awareness. The program took the theory 
taught in the classroom and transformed it into practical learning. 
This program formed a framework to enhance preservice teachers’ 
cultural experiences and therefore inform their culturally relevant 
pedagogy. Caitlyn, a preservice teacher, shared her feelings about 
the experiences. She said, “At first I was very uncomfortable…It 
is easy to live in your own little bubble and forget all of the people 
around you who are living life so differently from you. This experi-
ence caused me to rethink the way I see things. I gained a per-
spective that will help me be a more effective and compassionate 
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teacher.” Another student, Becky, simply said “The concrete expe-
riences made what we are learning in class real to me.” Through 
the real life experiences, using a mentor text, and working with 
ELLs and multicultural books the preservice teachers moved from 
reading about being culturally relevant to “just doing it.” 
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Abstract
It is widely recognized by state and national teacher accredit-

ing agencies that there is the need for preservice teachers to have 
dynamic experiences in working with diverse student popula-
tions (i.e., English Language Learners, varying socioeconomic 
statuses, exceptionalities, different family structures) in order to 
appropriately address the needs of diverse students when they 
have their own classrooms. However, it is not uncommon for 
preservice teachers to have superficial experiences with diversity, 
where the experiences may reside in one course (i.e., Multicultural 
Education) or may be reminiscent of their childhood experiences 
(i.e., White preservice teachers working with White students and 
Black preservice teachers working with Black students). This 
article provides an overview of an approach to diversity taken by 
our Educator Preparation Program as we recognize that preservice 
teachers need to have well-designed experiences in order to be well 
equipped and prepared for the diversity of the unexpected upon 
entering the teaching profession. We address this notion from the 
lens of a single gender, liberal arts, Historically Black College, as 
we strive to engage preservice teachers in rich experiences to chal-
lenge existing cultural perspectives and ignite new knowledge, as 
they are prepared to be culturally competent teachers who have the 
ability to effectively teach students across the country. 

Keywords: diversity, educator preparation program, 
Historically Black College, liberal arts
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According to recent research, the K–12 student population has 
become increasingly diverse, but the teacher workforce is not 
representative of the student body it serves (Banks, 2015; National 
Center for Education Statistics, 2013). Similarly, there is literature 
that addresses the importance of preparing preservice teachers to 
experience success in diverse classrooms; however, much of this 
literature has been done with mostly Caucasian preservice teachers 
and focuses on the need for cultural awareness, responsiveness, and 
skills when working with students of a dissimilar culture (Banks, 
2015; Ladson-Billings, 1995, 2014; Vaughan, 2005). Furthermore, 
as very few studies have examined the experiences of African 
American preservice teachers, one study found that these stu-
dents may benefit from more knowledge and in-depth experiences 
especially in urban schools (Mawhinney, Mulero, & Perez, 2012). 
Therefore there is a need for research that examines the experi-
ences of African American preservice teachers, especially those at 
Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) and how we 
can address the complexities of providing experiences in diver-
sity for teacher candidates. Specifically, these specialized institu-
tions may encounter difficulties in (1) providing a strong diversity 
curriculum and experiences, and (2) recruiting and retaining 
diverse faculty and candidates. As Educator Preparation Programs 
(EPPs) move towards Council for the Accreditation of Educator 
Preparation (CAEP) standards, diversity components are embedded 
throughout all standards, instead of as stand-alone core standards as 
in previous accreditation documents. 

We consider these factors in light of the United States Secretary 
of Education Arne Duncan (2014) citing HBCUs as becoming more 
essential in meeting our nation’s educational and economic goals. 
HBCUs remain necessary because of the disproportionate impact 
of HBCUs in science, technology, engineering, and mathematic 
(STEM) fields and teaching. Although HBCUs comprise only three 
percent of America’s colleges and universities, they produce half 
of the nation’s African-American teachers. Creating a more diverse 
teaching force, especially one that includes many more teachers of 
color, is a necessary course of action for our nation. The purpose of 
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this article is to give voice to the experiences of African American 
preservice teachers at Spelman College, an HBCU with a long and 
significant history of preparing teachers, in addressing how we may 
best implement practices of diversity in teacher preparation given 
our composition as a single-gender HBCU. The following section 
will provide an overview of the current demographics in education 
and will explore themes from current literature pertaining to how 
preservice teachers are prepared to teach in diverse classrooms 
across the nation. 

Current Demographics in Education
The current demographics of teachers compared to the ever-

changing composition of today’s public schools demonstrate an 
increasing and immediate need for a paradigm shift in traditional 
EPPs. Research suggests that teachers cannot just be aware of 
changing demographics, but must be equipped with knowledge, 
skills, and values to meet the needs of diverse learners (Feng, 
2010). The field of education is facing a demographic shift and 
needs to recognize and address the growing diversity in our nation. 
For example, data from a 2014 Center for American Progress 
report (Ahmad & Boser, 2014) echoed that over the past 50 years, 
teaching has become a predominately White profession. Eighty-
two percent of public school teachers are White, but students of 
color make up nearly half of the nation’s public school population. 
Approximately 52 percent of the 50 million students enrolled in 
public elementary and secondary schools are White. Furthermore, 
the National Center for Education Statistics (2013) states that only 
7% of full-time teachers are Black.

Recent literature and reports demonstrate that the majority of 
American teachers are female, have been reared in predominately 
White middle class communities across the United States, and are 
unaware of the social injustices and education inequities that are 
going to confront them and be a barrier to reaching all learners in 
their future classrooms (Gay & Kirkland, 2003; Vaughan, 2005). 
In contrast to the current demographics of American teachers, the 
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composition of teacher education candidates at Spelman College is 
100% African American and 99% female. 

Another issue that compounds the problem of unprepared teach-
ers is the lack of diversity among faculty in EPPs. Gay (1997) 
describes how many teachers implement a teaching style based on 
the ways in which they were taught. Results of research further 
shed light on this topic, revealing that 90% of EPP faculty members 
are White, have not taught P-12 or college students with diverse 
backgrounds, and received their formal education when schools 
were monocultural and segregated (Gasbarro & Matthews, 1994; 
Ladson-Billings, 2001). These statistics are also in contrast to 
the EPP faculty at Spelman College which is comprised of 91% 
African American and 9% Asian.

Similar to the difficulty Predominately White Institutions (PWI) 
have in meeting diversity standards or threads of state and national 
accreditation organizations, HBCUs are confronted with compa-
rable challenges. HBCUs are also mandated to provide substantive 
and diverse field experiences for their teacher candidates to experi-
ence success in diverse classrooms across the United States. 

Teacher Education Diversity Practices
Beginning as early as 1976, the National Council for the 

Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) recommended 
that all teacher education candidates experience local, regional, 
or national subcultures different from their own in newly cre-
ated diversity standards (Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2007). 
As a result, EPPs often include class work and field experiences 
consisting of an assigned numbers of hours observing in public or 
private school classroom. Questions have been raised regarding the 
effectiveness of these practices due to the fact that they often avoid 
critical reflection and questioning surrounding issues of access, 
equity, and social justice, as well as preserve conservative ideolo-
gies that emphasize assimilation and perpetuation of the status quo 
(Darling-Hammond, 2012; Nieto, 2006). Furthermore, candidates 
often dislike traditional classroom observations and lack analytical 
self-reflections related to these experiences (Darling-Hammond, 
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2012; Wiggins, Follo, & Eberly, 2007). There is also the idea that 
teachers cling to prior knowledge and beliefs about others, and it 
is often difficult for them to unlearn preconceived notions regard-
ing diversity characteristics such as race, class, gender, ableism, 
geographic region, and sexual orientation (Ladson-Billings, 2001; 
Wiggins, Follo, & Eberly, 2007). 

These negative stereotypes are perpetuated during traditional 
field experience observations. However, when teachers are able 
to immerse themselves in more intense and meaningful field and 
clinical placements, they gain a better understanding of the cultural 
life of the school and community, as well as cultural norms of its 
children (Ladson-Billings, 1995; Wiggins, Follo, & Eberly, 2007). 
Examples of program immersion include ensuring that candi-
dates have increased field and clinical experiences, attend college 
courses that are situated in school buildings, and attend faculty and 
PTA meetings. 

Culturally Responsive Preparation of  
Teacher Education Candidates

Led by James Banks, multicultural education is most likely 
the most eminent and vastly cited diversity framework that con-
ceptualizes the school as a social system that consists of several 
variables that need to be changed simultaneously (Banks, 2015). 
Multicultural education is not an identifiable program or course; 
rather it is a movement that emerged out of a need to respond to 
diversity. It is a broad term encompassing the educational pro-
grams and practices confronting educational equity, women, ethnic 
groups, language minorities, low income groups, and those with 
exceptionalities. 

Included within the boundaries of multicultural education is 
a theoretical framework developed by Gloria Ladson-Billings. 
Culturally responsive pedagogy is a fusion and enhancement of 
the terms culturally appropriate, culturally compatible, and cultur-
ally congruent (Ladson-Billings, 1995). Early on, Ladson-Billings 
suggested using a culturally responsive pedagogy to address 
increasing the achievement of diverse students, as well as changing 
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the mindset of teachers who will serve these students (1995). She 
voiced that in addition to being familiar with how students of 
color learn, “by observing the students in their home/community 
environment, teachers were able to include aspects of the students’ 
cultural environment in the organization and instruction of the 
classroom” (p. 467). As generations have changed, Ladson-Billings 
(2014) enhanced her classic theory to include culturally sustaining 
pedagogy, which focuses on pushing candidates to explore policies 
and practices that have direct implications on the lives and com-
munities of P-12 student learners. For example, this new pedagogy 
would encompass discussions on racism, rising incarceration rates, 
increased violence towards African Americans, police brutality, 
White supremacy, and a myriad of topics that surface daily. 
Ladson-Billings’ classic work and suggested format provides a 
context for illuminating instructional practices that facilitate the 
academic success and cultural competence of traditionally under-
served student populations. Teachers who recognize who they are 
as individuals, understand the context in which they teach, and 
are able to critically question their knowledge base and perceived 
assumptions have a solid foundation and will begin their careers 
as effective teachers (Nieto, 2006). Further elements of culturally 
responsive teaching include dismantling unequal distributions of 
power and privilege, and teaching diverse students cultural com-
petence about themselves and each other (Gay & Kirkland, 2003). 
Synchronously, teachers who become the authors of their own 
stories and reflections grow to be change agents and realize the 
powerful influence that culture and previous experience have on 
present thoughts and actions (Aminy & Neophytos-Richardson, 
2002; Nieto, 2006). 

Experiential and Service Learning
In addition to truly integrating diversity practices such as 

enhancing and embedding multicultural education, culturally 
relevant pedagogy, and culturally sustaining pedagogy into all 
EPP courses, additional frameworks of teaching are beneficial to 
assisting preservice candidates in changing preconceived notions 
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and learning best practices to work in diverse communities. 
Experiential learning and service learning are two examples of 
instructional models in teacher education programs.

Experiential learning in higher education provides students 
holistic and effective opportunities to raise their awareness of 
and reflect on an unfamiliar culture (Kolb, 2014; Wilson, 2001). 
Examples of experiential learning include cross-cultural experi-
ences either in the community, across the country, or around the 
world. Darling-Hammond (2008) suggests that to best meet the 
cognitive, social, physical, and emotional needs of students, teach-
ers must collaborate to create powerful learning and discuss the 
connection between differences that arise due to cultural and family 
backgrounds and student achievement. She defines experiential 
learning as the “rub between theory and practice” that questions the 
context of learning with real students versus textbook examples (p. 
93). In addition to providing hands on learning, experiential learn-
ing reinforces social and ethical values, improves reflection and 
collaboration, results in better trained workers, and leads to a seam-
less transition of incorporating service learning into college courses 
(Darling-Hammond, 2008; Kolb, 2014).

Service learning, or community-based learning, in teacher 
education is described as a practice that blends mutually beneficial 
community service with academic learning (O’Grady, 2014). When 
teacher educators mentor students through a community organiza-
tion the process is mutually beneficial since both the mentor and 
mentee learn, grow, and interact to form a greater appreciation for 
each other’s experiences. By exposing teacher educators to the 
personal lives of students from a culture different from their own, 
their changed perceptions positively affect their approaches to 
teaching and learning. Additionally, service learning fosters inter-
action between diverse socio-cultural groups and leads to insightful 
reflection and a deeper analysis of issues in the community through 
a social justice lens (O’Grady, 2014). Studies conducted on service 
learning demonstrate that service learning and teaching is a lifelong 
commitment, can broaden and increase a community’s potential 
for growth, assists teachers in gaining insights on a community’s 
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values and behaviors, is a sociocontextual process, and promotes 
the value of collaboration and reciprocity (Swick, 2001).

In reviewing accreditation-related diversity standards and 
literature focused on diversity practices, the faculty of the EPP at 
Spelman decided to make a shift in the teacher certification cur-
riculum to prepare preservice teachers for diverse classrooms and 
set a standard for excellence among teacher education programs. 
The following outlines how the EPP has revised the curriculum, to 
demonstrate hooks’s (1994) Engaging Pedagogy, which instructs 
candidates ‘‘in a manner that respects and cares for their souls as 
opposed to ‘‘a rote, assembly line approach’’ (p. 13). As a contrast 
to traditional lecture and invited response, hooks advocates for 
an education that extends beyond the classroom and relates to the 
candidates as whole human beings.

 
Program Overview 

Curriculum and Experiences
Much of our focus is heralded in our conceptual framework 

theme, The Teacher as a Leader: An Advocate for Diverse 
Learners, as it represents a shared vision and a singular focus—
preparing candidates to become leaders who are committed to bring 
about improvement in the world. Within our EPP, we recognize 
that our conceptual framework cannot be addressed by limiting our 
candidates to one course or one field experience, but that it must be 
expressed throughout the entire curriculum. We understand that our 
experiences must be authentic and that the students’ attitudes and 
behaviors toward diversity need to be shaped. We consider how 
preservice teachers have past schooling experiences, which may 
inhibit their ability to work with diverse learners, and also consider 
the need for greater exposure in diversity (i.e., linguistic, ethnic) as 
a single-gender, HBCU situated in an urban area. 

Experiences with Diverse Faculty
Colleges and universities recognize the importance of employ-

ing a diverse faculty that can substantially contribute to the growth 
and development of teacher candidates. As attention has been 
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drawn to the various ethnicities that are represented at institutions, 
it is recognized that there is often a lack of diverse faculty repre-
sented (Weinberg, 2008). Within Spelman College, teacher candi-
dates have opportunities to learn from diverse faculty members at 
the college and diverse P-12 school faculty. 

Due to the liberal arts nature of Spelman College, candidates 
in the EPP have the opportunity to interact with diverse faculty 
throughout campus as they satisfy general education courses (i.e., 
African Diaspora and the World, International Studies, Women’s 
Studies, Foreign Language, Fine Arts), enroll in electives, and 
participate in campus activities. The current Spelman faculty is 
comprised of the following: 66.5% Black, 18.2% White, 4.7% 
Hispanic, 7.6% Asian, and 3.5% who classify themselves as other. 
Furthermore, it is the intent of the program to affirm and main-
tain diversity among its education faculty members, as currently 
the demographics demonstrate the faculty to be 91% Black and 
9% Asian; 80% Female, 20% Male. The majority of the full-time 
faculty have earned doctorate degrees from culturally diverse 
institutions in various fields of Education (i.e., Early Childhood 
Education, Educational Policy, Educational Psychology). Due to 
these varied experiences, the faculty members of the EPP have 
broad experiences in education research and in teaching, which 
enable them to assist in the preparation of candidates to work in 
diverse settings, including English Language Learners and learners 
with exceptionalities. 

The faculty members also have experiences working in P-12 
schools with learners of varying ethnicities, socioeconomic sta-
tuses, and exceptionalities. Additionally, faculty have experiences 
leading academic presentations, seminars, conducting research, and 
engaging in professional development activities central to areas 
that highlight diversity among learners. 

Even though we believe that the faculty our candidates interact 
with represent various diversities, we also recognize the need to 
include greater diversity and establish and monitor progress related 
to building a more robust faculty as we assess the needs of our 
candidates and the program as a whole. Faculty members play a 
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tremendous role in supporting and preparing the teacher candidates, 
and as we prepare our candidates for the challenges of teaching in a 
global society, faculty need to be well-equipped to take on this task. 

Collaboration
In order to address the needs of the EPP we believe there must 

be a substantial level of meaningful collaboration with the arts and 
sciences faculty and partnering P-12 schools. The EPP curriculum 
builds upon Spelman’s liberal arts coursework, which is aimed at 
developing multicultural and global perspectives. For example, 
all candidates take a course in African Diaspora and the World 
and Comparative Women’s Studies or International Studies. We 
are able to build upon the candidates’ experiences in these courses 
as we attempt to bridge knowledge attained in these courses with 
their understanding of the historical, social, political, and economic 
contexts that impact diverse learners. Another unique feature 
of the EPP is in the re-designing of the courses candidates must 
take and the structure for their delivery. At the introductory level 
of the teacher preparation program, students must complete the 
course, Orientation to Education, which has been re-designed to 
have a strong focus on the social and political issues that impact 
overall schooling in the United States. Furthermore, upon admit-
tance to a certification program we have created a model where 
candidates are in classes on Tuesdays and Thursdays and in the 
field Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. The EPP created this 
model to strengthen the amount of engagement candidates are able 
to have with diverse learners in diverse placements. For example, 
within the same semester candidates take courses in Exceptional 
Learners and Educational Psychology and have accompany-
ing field placements. In addition to candidates being placed in a 
general education environment and a special education environ-
ment in public schools, we have also partnered with the Atlanta 
International School. This experience allows candidates to interact 
with students on various diversity levels including racial, linguistic, 
ethnic, and socioeconomic, as the school has student and faculty 
populations representing over 90 cultural backgrounds. Having 
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a model that provides more immersion into the field and more 
designated experiences (i.e., all candidates are placed at the Atlanta 
International School), faculty who teach corresponding courses 
provide curriculum experiences that relate directly to the candi-
dates’ experiences that challenge them to interrogate their existing 
beliefs and knowledge about racially, linguistically, ethnically, and 
socioeconomically diverse students and classrooms. Additionally, 
the assignments candidates complete extend beyond simple journal 
reflections but consider the needs of the learners through activities 
such as case-study analysis, assessment of culturally responsive 
strategies, and the designing and implementation of instruction and 
assessment to meet the needs of diverse learners. 

Experiential and Service Learning
There are studies that indicate the benefits of using experiential 

and service-learning in the classroom to promote greater social 
awareness and strengthen students’ ability to thoughtfully question 
their perspectives regarding social inequalities and relevant issues 
(Darling-Hammond, 2008; Kolb, 2014). According to Darling-
Hammond (2008), preservice teachers who actively engage in 
experiential learning experiences that are different from their own 
are able to grasp the concept of culturally responsive pedagogy and 
the importance of connecting to cultural and family backgrounds in 
a more meaningful way. 

Within our EPP at Spelman, we utilize a blend of experiential 
and service learning within our curriculum. For example, there are 
two mandatory courses, Multicultural Education and Advocacy 
in Urban Schools, where we implement this model. Within 
Multicultural Education, candidates are challenged by the notion of 
observing and participating in an experience within a culture where 
they may hold stereotypes or biases. Candidates also participate in 
“community walks” where they have a first-hand look at the differ-
ences in communities based on geographical location (i.e., urban to 
suburban) and how this may impact education and schooling. We 
have found these experiences improve candidates’ ability to reflect 
on and identify biases as well as the social and ethical values they 
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may bring to the classroom. Additionally, in the course Advocacy 
in Urban Schools candidates participate in a service learning expe-
rience where they are placed within a community-based agency 
for at-risk youth. They also participate in a “community walk” 
to further understand the environmental conditions in which the 
students they work with live. This experience allows candidates to 
witness and examine the social, political, and economic complexi-
ties that influence youth in urban areas and how this may impact 
their academic achievement. 

The EPP has also designed and currently offers an opportunity 
for candidates to complete a service learning elective course. This 
course is an introductory analysis of the 10-year anniversary of 
Hurricane Katrina. This course examines interdisciplinary themes 
surrounding the impact of the hurricane on the Gulf Coast and its 
survivors. Furthermore, the course examines themes of educa-
tion, psychology, history, political science, economics, sociology, 
environmental justice, and the arts. As a component of the course, 
candidates are also afforded the opportunity to participate in a 
study tour to New Orleans to bridge course content with the ongo-
ing challenges that impact schools, students, and families. 

In restructuring our curriculum, we agree with research (i.e., 
Kolb, 2014) which indicates the importance of candidates being 
able to experience the connections between the learners and their 
communities, and how these factors may impact them as they strive 
to be culturally competent teachers who are advocates for diverse 
learners. 

Extracurricular Programming
The EPP has also included extracurricular programming for can-

didates that occurs during each academic year, to further achieve 
the program’s diversity outcomes of preparing candidates who are 
knowledgeable about and committed to diversity. For example, 
the program has an agreement with Young Harris College, a PWI 
in a rural southeastern region of the United States where the two 
institutions rotate hosting a day-long, interactive diversity confer-
ence designed to have candidates from both institutions interact 
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with diverse peers and encourage deep thinking about the impact of 
language, sexual orientation, religion, race, class, and gender on the 
teaching and learning process. Candidates are also able to establish 
connections so that they can communicate throughout the academic 
year to share strategies, insights and perspectives on addressing the 
impact of diversity in the schooling process. 

To further ensure that candidates have educational experiences 
with diverse faculty and peers, candidates also participate in ses-
sions via video conferencing with Westfield State University, a 
PWI in the northeastern part of the United States. Through these 
sessions, candidates enrolled in the multicultural education course 
for each institution, along with faculty, discuss shared concepts 
related to diversity topics embedded within the course content. 
Through participation in the interactive video conferencing, candi-
dates have the opportunity to engage in an innovative and unique 
learning experience that focuses on diverse perspectives. To ensure 
that the program outcomes are met, candidates complete surveys 
about their participation in these experiences. Faculty from the 
EPP utilize the survey results to assess the knowledge candidates 
have gained and also to guide future planning of diversity-related 
extracurricular events.

Moreover, as we recognize the need to offer a myriad of oppor-
tunities for candidates to develop cultural competence, the EPP 
has also included a global experience to study the intersection of 
education, politics, and history in Havana, Cuba. Implementing this 
international experience is the EPP’s way of recognizing the need 
for candidates to be prepared to address an array of educational 
environments, as teaching is quickly becoming a global profession. 

Assessment
To assess candidates’ learning, course instructors require candi-

dates to complete assignments (i.e., case-studies, unit plans, assess-
ment creation) to demonstrate their understanding as it relates to 
their knowledge and experiences. Completion of assignments that 
acknowledge diversity in teaching and learning, provide anecdotal 
evidence to supplement formal assessments used by the EPP (i.e., 
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rubrics) and enable faculty to arrive at decisions related to candi-
dates’ diversity competence. In addition to candidates receiving 
instruction and hands-on experiences, assessments were developed 
or adopted that include the assessment of diversity at multiple 
points during the program. These assessments included measuring 
proficiencies in several areas, including:  encouraging all students 
to achieve to their full potential; modeling respect for students’ 
diverse cultures, language, skills, and experiences; recognizing 
characteristics of diverse learners (i.e., exceptionalities); analyz-
ing data to plan and differentiate instruction; applying knowledge 
for how students think and learn towards instruction and delivery; 
and treating all students fairly by establishing an environment that 
supports diverse learners. At designated points, candidates are 
formally assessed by faculty and cooperating teachers on diversity 
competencies, and as a result, proficiency scores are generated. 
Candidates are considered proficient based on the proficiency rat-
ing of the rubric. The assessment results guide the faculty in their 
knowledge about candidate’s diversity competence and provide 
evidence regarding remediation for those who are not proficient. 

Concluding Thoughts
The implications of restructuring the EPP were paramount 

to ensure our candidate’s success in diverse communities. As a 
single-gender, HBCU we recognized the needs and challenges for 
incorporating experiences related to diversity in our curriculum. 
Additionally, changes in the mindsets of college administrators 
and faculty members who approved the curriculum changes and 
paradigms of thought, reflected a more rigorous and heartfelt align-
ment between increasing the number of African American teach-
ers in schools, as well as teaching practices to make our teacher 
candidates successful. Hilliard (1991) believed, “Just as there is 
vast untapped potential, yes, genius, among the children, there is 
also untapped potential among the teachers who serve the children” 
(p. 35). If we expect teachers to be excellent, we must instill excel-
lence and the will to educate all students in the hearts and minds of 
teacher candidates. 
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Co-Teaching Model for Student Teaching 
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Abstract
The author reflects on challenges faced by teacher educa-

tors when Kentucky’s Educational Professional Standards Board 
mandated a new Co-Teaching model for all of the state’s student 
teachers in 2013. This article analyzes the overwhelmingly positive 
responses of cooperating teachers and the experiences of teacher 
candidates (student teachers) with co-planning and co-teaching. 
The article also analyzes the intra-university as well as inter-
university collaboration that has resulted to implement Kentucky’s 
unfunded mandated which has shifted student teaching from a 
traditional apprenticeship model to a co-teaching partnership model 
in order to assure more consistent clinical experiences for student 
teachers, raise achievement levels, and improve retention and suc-
cess of classroom teachers.

Keywords: co-teaching, student teaching, special education, 
education reform, clinical practice, university supervisors, 
cooperating teachers
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Autonomy and academic freedom are rights cherished by uni-
versity educators, particularly by professors at independent liberal 
arts institutions. Consensus building and collegial buy-in precede 
most dramatic changes in higher education, where faculty councils 
regard the phrase top-down in much the same way that Kentucky 
Senator Rand Paul utters the word liberal.  

Unlike university teacher educators, who are accustomed to 
deliberating and debating significant policy or program revi-
sions, public school teachers have grown accustomed to top-down 
mandates for educational reform. The federally imposed No Child 
Left Behind Act of 2001 is just one prime example. Individual 
states may have adopted Common Core State Standards, but P-12 
teachers as individuals often have little voice in making curricu-
lar decisions that impact not only their instruction but also their 
accountability. In 2013, Kentucky, the first state in the nation to 
adopt Common Core Standards in Mathematics, Language Arts, 
and Science, also became the first to mandate a dramatic reform of 
student teaching practices throughout the entire Commonwealth. 
The Kentucky Educational Professional Standards Board enacted 
a new regulation requiring all educational preparation programs 
throughout the entire state to adopt the same clinical model. This 
collaborative co-teaching model developed at St. Cloud State 
(Minnesota) University was named the only certifiable culminat-
ing experience for all Kentucky student teachers: “Beginning 
September 1, 2013, education preparation programs shall sup-
port the student teacher’s placement and classroom experiences 
by… providing opportunities for the student teacher to engage 
in extended co-teaching experiences with experienced teachers” 
(Kentucky Educational Professional Standards Board,16 KAR 
5:040, § 6[5]) The new partnership model replaced a traditional 
apprenticeship model experienced by preservice teachers for 
decades. The ruling impacted not only P-12 public school teach-
ers but also teacher educators at every college and university in the 
state and even neighboring states that seek to place student teachers 
in Kentucky schools. 
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Kentucky’s Educational Professional Standards Board (EPSB) 
also decreed that all cooperating teachers and university supervi-
sors (no matter how many years they had successfully served in 
their roles) would have to be retrained, pass an online test, and earn 
a state-issued certificate in order to be eligible to serve as mentors 
to student teachers. Furthermore, university teacher preparation 
programs, which relied on the services of these cooperating teach-
ers, were largely responsible for communicating this news and 
providing the mandatory training for all stakeholders (Kentucky 
Educational Professional Standards Board,16 KAR 5:040, § 6[5]). 

Since the adopted model for mentoring Kentucky student 
teachers had been developed at St. Cloud State University 
through a United States Department of Education Teacher Quality 
Enhancement Partnership Grant, Kentucky’s EPSB also mandated 
that only teacher educators who had been trained directly by St. 
Cloud State University educators were eligible to conduct the 
state-approved training sessions required for every P-12 cooperat-
ing teacher and every university supervisor throughout Kentucky. 
Although no funding for conducting mandatory training sessions 
was provided, an EPSB-monitored system was designed to monitor 
the fidelity of educator preparation programs in statewide imple-
mentation of Co-Teaching.  

Teacher educators at small independent liberal arts colleges, 
where financial resources and personnel are already stretched thin, 
as well as teacher educators at large public universities where stu-
dent teachers may be assigned to broad geographical regions within 
the state and sometimes even in schools abroad, faced a daunting 
challenge: accomplish a systemic change in clinical preparation 
of all Kentucky preservice teachers in less than two years. In this 
narrative, the author, who has served as a Co-Teaching trainer at 
an independent liberal arts university in Kentucky’s largest metro-
politan area since 2012, reflects upon challenges faced and valuable 
lessons learned in implementation of a dramatic reform in teacher 
education. It is hoped that the reflections of this teacher educator 
will inform and inspire others who are striving to improve teacher 
preparation throughout the nation.

Reflection on Mandated Co-Teaching
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Motivation for Mandated Model
Student teaching, the capstone experience in teacher prepara-

tion, has long been recognized as the common rite of passage for 
preservice teachers in each of the fifty states. While classroom 
demographics and teacher expectations dramatically changed, the 
traditional apprenticeship model for student teaching changed little 
for over four decades, (Oakes, Lipton, Anderson & Stillman, 2013). 
Confronted by research showing both weaknesses and widespread 
inconsistencies in student teachers’ clinical experiences (Darling-
Hammond, 2006; National Council for Accreditation of Teacher 
Education, 2010; Platt, Walker-Knight, Lee, & Hewitt, 2001), 
Kentucky’s Educational Professional Standards Board deliberated 
these questions: How can clinical experiences in student teaching 
become more consistent and effective statewide? What research 
and best practices can be incorporated into student teaching experi-
ences to best prepare twenty-first century educators for success in 
diverse, high-need schools? EPSB determined that one promising 
solution would be statewide implementation of a research-based 
co-teaching model from student teaching.

Although Kentucky was the first state to mandate a partnership 
model for student teaching that is most commonly associated with 
collaboration between certified regular and special education teach-
ers, school districts and universities in at least thirty-five states 
across the U.S. have attempted to incorporate co-teaching meth-
ods into clinical experiences. (Bacharach, Heck, & Dank, 2004; 
Cramer, Nevin, Thousand, & Liston, 2006; Darragh, Picanco, 
Tully, & Henning, 2011). In other states, co-teaching may be more 
loosely defined and may even refer to two or more certified teach-
ers of different disciplines who work together across the curriculum 
to demonstrate connections between subject areas, such as social 
studies and science. In Kentucky’s mandated model for clini-
cal preparation, however, co-teaching is strictly defined as “two 
teachers (a cooperating mentor teacher and teacher candidate) 
working together with groups of students—sharing the planning, 
organization, delivery and assessment of instruction as well as 
the physical space” of a classroom throughout an entire student 
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teaching experience (Heck & Bacharach, 2010, p. 3). Teacher 
candidates, as student teachers must be addressed in the St. Cloud 
Co-Teaching Model, are expected to collaborate and co-plan with 
veteran cooperating teachers, assuming an active instructional role 
as partners from their first day in a classroom. Therefore, they must 
immediately transition from being students in schools of education 
to co-teachers in P-12 schools who are responsible for co-planning 
and co-delivering rigorous Common Core lessons.

In addition to providing consistency in preparing more capable 
teachers, a prime objective of Kentucky’s mandated partnership 
model is to improve academic achievement of all P-12 students 
through co-teaching. Positive achievement outcomes during each 
year of St. Cloud University’s four-year study of its Co-Teaching 
Mentoring Model influenced Kentucky’s Educational Professional 
Standards Board to select this approach, where in both reading and 
math proficiency “students taught in classrooms that used the co-
teaching model statistically outperformed their peers in classrooms 
with one teacher as well as those classrooms utilizing the tradi-
tional model of student teaching” (Heck & Bacharach, 2010, p. 35). 
Through intentional utilization of seven co-teaching strategies, St. 
Cloud mentor teachers and teacher candidates were better able to 
differentiate instruction and increase learning. Thus, it was hoped, 
that through adopting the St. Cloud Model, Kentucky mentor teach-
ers and teacher candidates working as partners might also be able 
to engage more students, more often and increase student learning. 

Connections to Cook and Friend’s Co-Teaching Model
Though recently institutionalized in Kentucky as the required 

practice for mentoring all Kentucky student teachers, co-teaching 
is far from a new classroom practice. In fact, St. Cloud’s model for 
mentoring student teachers is grounded in both theories and tech-
niques of the widely used collaborative teaching model that Cook 
and Friend (1995) first designed for use by regular education and 
special education teachers in inclusive classrooms. In their original 
co-teaching model, Cook and Friend recommend that two or more 
certified teachers, both a general educator and a special educator, 
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share instructional responsibility, resources and accountability 
for meeting specific content objectives in an inclusive classroom. 
The following six strategies for co-teaching practices are utilized 
in Friend and Cook’s model: one teach, one observe; one teach, 
one assist; station teaching; parallel teaching; team teaching; and 
alternative teaching. 

In the St. Cloud Co-Teaching Model adopted by Kentucky, 
a seventh strategy, supplemental teaching, has been added. 
Supplemental teaching is designed to allow “one teacher to work 
with students at their expected grade level while the other teacher 
works with those students who need the information and/or materi-
als re-taught, extended, or remediated” because their work is below 
or above the expected standard (Heck & Bacharach, 2010, p. 52). 
This seventh co-teaching strategy encourages differentiation to 
meet students’ diverse needs and facilitates enrichment with more 
challenging learning opportunities for gifted students who exceed 
expectations.

Numerous studies touting instructional benefits of co-teaching 
in special education appear in professional literature (Conderman, 
2011; Egodawatte, McDougall, and Stoilescu, 2011; Hughes 
and Murawski, 2001; Mastropieri et al., 2005; Ploessl, Rock, 
Schoenfeld, and Blanks, 2010). In addition, research has supported 
Friend and Cook’s (2003) argument that the flexibility of co-
taught classrooms increases instructional options for all students, 
improves program intensity and continuity, reduces the stigma 
for students with special needs, and increases support for teachers 
expected to meet individual needs of special education students 
under the Individual with Disabilities Education Improvement Act 
(Chandler-Olcott, Burnash, Donahue, DeChick, Gendron, et al., 
2012; Cramer, Nevin, Thousand, & Liston, 2006; Mastropieri et 
al., 2005; Sims, 2008). Yet, academic outcomes associated with 
co-teaching both in special education (Mastropieri et al., 2005) 
and in English Language Learner classrooms (Abdallah, 2009; 
Pappamihiel, 2012) do vary greatly. Inconsistent co-teaching out-
comes are commonly attributed to factors such as the co-teachers’ 
compatibility, previous training, and/or administrative support. 
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(Mastropieri et al., 2005)  Aware of these formidable challenges for 
certified co-teachers, Kentucky teacher educators were concerned 
that unequally yoked partners—veteran teachers and novice student 
teachers—might find it even more difficult to establish communica-
tion and collaboration necessary for effective co-teaching. 

Furthermore, Friend, Embury, and Clarke (2015) even express 
serious concerns about potential confusion among preservice 
teachers associated with use of the term co-teaching to label this 
alternative approach to student teaching. They prefer to identify 
St. Cloud’s Model as apprentice teaching because co-teaching, 
as originally conceived, is a service delivery option for students 
rather than a clinical training model for student teachers. Since a 
mentor teacher not only has more knowledge but also more power 
to evaluate a teacher candidate’s performance, Friend et al. (2015) 
caution: “Co-teaching relies on parity…Apprentice teaching may 
include specific instances of parity, as when the teachers are both 
working with students with responsibilities divided. This, however, 
does not imply that the entire relationship can or should have parity 
as the foundation” (p. 84).  

Research and Reflection
Insights shared in this narrative are informed by both academic 

research and hands-on experience in implementation of Kentucky’s 
state-mandated co-teaching model. The author acknowledges that 
she has served as a university supervisor in the co-teaching model. 
This lens adds valuable first-hand knowledge, as well as potential 
for bias in analysis of data. Another limitation of this report is that 
outcomes of co-teaching implementation at an urban independent 
liberal arts university may not be generalizable to co-teaching 
experiences at all other colleges or universities either in Kentucky 
or in other states. Nevertheless, the reflections that follow do offer 
an important contribution to the scant literature examining stake-
holders’ responses to Kentucky’s mandated reform of clinical expe-
riences in educator preparation and the use of a co-teaching model 
for student teaching. The following three questions are examined: 
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1.  How have Kentucky’s cooperating teachers responded to  
 mandatory co-teaching training?

2.  How effectively have teacher candidates performed as   
 co-teachers?

3.  How have teacher educators at an independent liberal arts  
 university supported Kentucky’s co-teaching mandate?

Methodology
Reflections upon the impact of the co-teaching mandate and 

responses to the three research questions about co-teaching have 
been gleaned from a variety of sources. The design for this study is 
a mixed-research model in which compatible qualitative and quan-
titative data are analyzed and triangulated. According to Greene, 
Caracelli, and Graham (1989), mixed model research answers a 
broader and more complete range of questions, provides stronger 
evidence for a conclusion through convergence and corroboration 
of findings, and adds insights and details that can be missed when 
only a single method is utilized. A brief description of sources used 
in data-gathering includes the following:

• In spring and summer 2013, a total of over 500 P-12 coop-
erating teachers took a four question survey after mandated 
trainings to assess their initial responses to co-teaching. Three 
clear, consistent themes emerged from a qualitative analysis of 
participants’ anonymous responses on exit slips submitted at 
the conclusion of each training session.

• In fall 2013, when Kentucky’s Co-Teaching Model was piloted 
at an independent liberal arts university, 46 teacher candi-
dates submitted weekly journal entries about their co-teaching 
experiences to university supervisors. They reflected via email 
specifically upon progress and problems encountered in their 
co-teaching. Journal entries were collected, coded, and then 
analyzed for trends by the researcher. Using qualitative coding 
strategies, the researcher identified repetitive themes that clearly 
echoed from candidates’ journals (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 
The validity of themes from teacher candidates’ experiences was 
corroborated by interviews with their university supervisors.
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• In 2013-2014, near the conclusion of their professional semes-
ter, a total of 66 teacher candidates at an independent liberal 
arts university responded to a questionnaire with ten items. 
Forty-six teacher candidates participated in the fall, while 20 
candidates participated in the spring semester. The purpose 
of this quantitative instrument, an end-of-term inquiry, was 
to assess program effectiveness and design future support as 
needed for more successful implementation of co-teaching. 

• In fall 2014, a small case study at the same liberal arts univer-
sity focused on two pairs of co-teachers, one highly effective 
partnership and one struggling partnership. This qualitative 
research included classroom observations as well as one-on-one 
interviews with both mentor teachers and teacher candidates. 

• In spring 2015, a questionnaire was distributed to 21 univer-
sity supervisors at the independent liberal arts university. This 
quantitative instrument asked them to evaluate their perceptions 
of co-teaching in the classrooms where they had observed and 
collaborated since 2013 when Kentucky’s co-teaching man-
date took effect. Many of these supervisors supplemented their 
numerical ratings with richly detailed comments that were used 
to draw conclusions. 

Reflections
Reflection One: Cooperating Teachers Value Co-Teaching 
Training

Cooperating teachers trained by our university have been almost 
100% positive in exit responses after the state’s mandated co-teach-
ing training. In fact, most mentor teachers (91%) voice appreciation 
for their newly required training as cooperating teachers. Mentor 
teachers consistently comment on exit slips or during co-teaching 
trainings that although they have previously served as cooperating 
teachers, their past training focused only on completing evalua-
tion forms rather than learning helpful new strategies for coaching, 
communicating, and collaborating with a novice teacher. Instead of 
expressing resistance to unpaid training sessions after school hours 
or during summer vacation, as university teacher educators had 
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anticipated, cooperating teachers write: “I like the new structure 
that using these seven strategies gives to my work with a student 
teacher.” Appreciative responses to co-teaching training echo 
research on master teachers by Grote (2013): “Although teaching 
adult STs [student teachers] is quite different from teaching chil-
dren or youth, MTs [master teachers] are often given a large burden 
for beginning teacher growth with very little training in how to do 
so…Consequently, MTs are almost always on their own, seemingly 
undervalued by the universities, and attempting to single-handedly 
sort out a method for directing their ST” (p. 23). 

Teacher educators at our independent liberal arts university 
have been gratified to witness veteran cooperating teachers’ spirit 
of openness in implementation of the new co-teaching model for 
student teaching. When asked about her feelings concerning co-
teaching, one mentor teacher volunteered, “I feel so invigorated 
and renewed when working alongside my candidate. I am learning 
so much about technology from her.” Unfortunately, mentor teach-
ers often report that they themselves experienced a “sink or swim 
model” as student teachers because their assigned cooperating 
teachers had exited the class as soon as a student teacher entered. 
Most frequently mentor teachers report that they volunteered 
for co-teaching with the goal of “giving a future teacher a better 
introduction to teaching than the one that I received,” “growing as 
a professional,” “learning more about technology,” and “looking at 
methods in a new way and brainstorming new lesson ideas with my 
teacher candidate.” Kentucky’s Co-Teaching Model appears to be 
attracting teachers who are more eager to share instruction than to 
abandon their classes to an apprentice. Exit slips overwhelmingly 
communicate mentor teachers’ commitment rather than compli-
ance to the co-teaching model: “I look forward to having a partner 
who will help to shoulder the heavy work load and help me meet 
students’ diverse needs.”

A second most commonly echoed perception about co-teaching 
is that most cooperating teachers do not view the state’s newly 
adopted student teaching model as markedly different from the col-
laboration with special education colleagues that they are already 
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practicing. A representative response is “I have really been doing 
a lot of these [strategies] before, just did not know the labels.” 
The author has co-facilitated eight co-teaching workshops, and in 
every session, a cooperating teacher has testified to the entire group 
about benefits of collaborative teaching with a special educator. 
One teacher at a June 15, 2015  training volunteered what she 
considered an advantage of co-teaching with a student teacher 
as opposed to collaborating with a special education colleague: 
“When I plan lessons with my ECE (special education) co-teacher, 
we never know whether she will get called away to work in another 
classroom. Planning with a teacher candidate will be less frustrat-
ing because we’ll always be teaching the same kids together.” 
During a recent co-teaching workshop, another elementary teacher 
announced, “I wish we’d done this kind of collaboration when 
I went through student teaching. It wouldn’t have taken me five 
years to get to be a competent teacher.” 

To prevent the possibility of confusion with co-teaching in spe-
cial education addressed by Friend et al. (2015), teacher educators 
have recently added to our mandatory training agenda a brief but 
basic review of the different purposes between the two co-teaching 
models now practiced in Kentucky classrooms. Cooperating 
teachers are reminded that while they work as partners, mentor 
teachers must function as senior partners with power to guide and 
responsibility to explain to teacher candidates why past experience 
has taught them that some instructional strategies are simply more 
effective than others. Viewed through the lens of current cooperat-
ing teachers, similarities between co-teaching as a service delivery 
option (Friend & Cook, 2003) and a student teaching model (Heck 
& Bachrach, 2010) have actually seemed to reinforce each other 
rather than cause confusion. In fact, one cooperating teacher, after 
serving as a mentor teacher under the state-mandated St. Cloud 
model, shared these comments on her candidate’s final evaluation: 

I have learned some important lessons about collaborat-
ing with my special ed colleagues by working as a mentor 
teacher. I never had any co-teaching experience until my 
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first teaching job, so I am thinking that my teacher candi-
date will find it easier and less threatening to collaborate 
next year because she’s already learned how important it is 
to iron out communication issues. When you co-teach, you 
have to park your ego at the door. 

Perhaps the strongest evidence of cooperating teachers’ positive 
response to the state’s mandated co-teaching training, however, 
is the fact that for the past three summers (2013-2015) as soon as 
co-teaching sessions are posted on our school district’s profes-
sional development website, they immediately fill to capacity. In 
fact, local principals have even invited teacher educators to deliver 
co-teaching training to their entire faculty as a means of promoting 
differentiation and more effective collaboration between general 
and special educators. 

Reflection Two: Co-Teaching has Increased Success, not  
Failures, of Candidates 

When Kentucky mandated a Co-Teaching model for student 
teachers, university teacher educators feared increased failures 
among our candidates. In the traditional apprentice model, after all, 
student teachers had enjoyed a slow, easy transition into teaching 
duties by first watching—sometimes for weeks—and then imitating 
methods that the cooperating teacher modeled to design instruction 
and manage behavior. The co-teaching model instead demands that 
all candidates assume an active supporting role in the classroom on 
their first day. 

The five colleges in this geographic region who collaborate to 
offer co-teaching trainings have graduated a total of 315 teacher 
candidates since 2013. Unanimously we can report that not one of 
our student teachers has failed the professional semester (student 
teaching) as a result of the state’s new co-teaching expectations. 
While, unfortunately, there have been some unsuccessful teacher 
candidates at each of our institutions, supervisors do not attribute 
teacher candidates’ lack of success directly to co-teaching. What 
university teacher educators and placement directors have observed 
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is that a teacher candidate’s lack of knowledge, professionalism, 
or work ethic does become more quickly apparent in the new 
co-teaching model. In all but one case, supervisors at our small 
independent liberal arts university have been able to intervene and 
eventually remediate candidates’ problems in knowledge, skills, or 
dispositions primarily because these concerns surfaced so early in 
the co-teaching semester.

Teacher candidates’ weekly reflective journals as well as their 
responses to questionnaires administered at the end of their stu-
dent teaching semester confirm the powerful impact of co-plan-
ning upon a successful partnership between mentor and candidate. 
In fact, surveys reveal a direct correlation between the number 
of hours that teacher candidates report devoting to co-planning 
and the candidates’ overall satisfaction with the co-teaching 
relationship. Candidates who rated their co-teaching experience 
“very successful” reported spending an average of at least 2 ½ 
hours in face-to-face co-planning with their mentor teacher each 
week. This total does not include individual planning or prepara-
tion after the school day, which candidates noted was even more 
labor-intensive. On the other hand, teacher candidates (7 of 66 
respondents) who estimated spending an hour or less in weekly 
co-planning admitted that they “did not feel comfortable in their 
classroom” or that “students regarded me more like an assistant 
than a teacher.” Reflections by both teacher candidates and their 
university supervisors confirm that the effectiveness of the co-
teaching model depends upon the effectiveness of co-teachers 
planning together.

Mentor teachers have also reported some valuable co-planning 
insights gleaned from their successful partnerships. Reflecting on 
the value of co-planning, one mentor teacher wrote: “Assuming 
at the beginning that my teacher candidate knew the content well 
enough to teach it was a big mistake. I learned to ask him in plan-
ning for a quick preview of his explanations to prevent confusion 
of our students.” A teacher candidate also reflected in her required 
weekly journal: “It was so valuable for my cooperating teacher to 
discuss with me not just what we were planning to teach but also 
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why and how.” As the professional semester progresses, “very 
successful” candidates assume more leadership in co-planning; but 
daily debriefing and clear delineation of each partner’s responsibil-
ity consistently continue.

Student teachers who perceived themselves as “very successful” 
also mention communicating daily with their cooperating teacher 
by text, email, and phone. Their strong, positive relationship, in 
some cases, even continued after student teaching ended. It is too 
soon to determine whether this personal-professional bond forged 
between mentor and teacher candidate will help to improve teacher 
retention, another state goal for implementation of co-teaching; but 
this is a question worthy of future exploration. 

Instead of increasing failures, as feared, co-planning and co-
teaching seem to be promoting preservice teachers’ success and 
growth in the classroom. Fourteen university supervisors at an 
independent liberal arts university who responded to a 2015 ques-
tionnaire “strongly agree” [4 on a 4-point scale] that our school’s 
teacher candidates are 1) developing more effective lessons and 2) 
developing more collaborative dispositions as a result of practicing 
co-planning with mentor teachers. 

Reflection Three: Co-Teaching is Practiced and Supported 
through Collaboration

The first line of support for co-teaching has come from uni-
versity supervisors. Kentucky’s mandated model emphasizes a 
triad approach that has transformed the role played by university 
supervisors as well as the roles played by mentor teachers and 
teacher candidates (Heck & Bachrach, 2010). Instead of function-
ing primarily as an evaluator whose chief duty in the traditional 
model is to assess a student teacher’s performance, the university 
supervisor must also become more of a collaborator. Supervisors 
at our independent liberal arts college have welcomed the oppor-
tunity to work more collaboratively as an integral member of a 
three-person co-teaching team. Teacher educators anticipated 
that university supervisors would bear the initial burden of the 
state’s co-teaching mandate because both teacher candidates and 
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cooperating teachers were unfamiliar with this newly adopted 
model. On a 2015 questionnaire about their perceptions of co-
teaching, university supervisors answered “disagree” (an average 
of 2.75 on a 4.0 scale) in response to the statement: “Working as a 
supervisor in the co-teaching model requires more time than in the 
traditional student teaching model.” Yet, the supervisors did clarify 
that more time and communication are necessary at the initiation of 
co-teaching relationships. One supervisor elaborated on a common 
sentiment: “Supervisors have to be attuned to signs of incompat-
ibility or frustration at first.” Early conversations and meetings with 
the cooperating teacher plus close reading of candidates’ weekly 
journals prove helpful. University supervisors report that they must 
also support co-teaching by “stepping in to mediate problems if 
possible before they become barriers to developing a compatible 
working relationship.” Our School of Education is fortunate to 
have a cadre of experienced supervisors, many of whom are retired 
public school teachers, who have embraced the importance of their 
new supporting roles in the co-teaching triad. 

Working in a college of education at an independent liberal arts 
university facilitates communication, and collaboration is more 
often the norm than the exception. In 2012, to prepare for the 
state’s mandate, our entire faculty engaged in co-teaching train-
ing. Since that time, co-teaching pedagogy has been intentionally 
incorporated into education classes required of all initial certifica-
tion candidates. Successful intra-departmental partnerships have 
formed, inspired—not mandated—by Kentucky’s Co-Teaching 
Model. Mathematics and Science Methods professors, who super-
vise teacher candidates, have recently merged their two courses 
to model STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math). 
Another co-teaching partnership is Science and Social Studies 
Methods for elementary teachers. Not only do teacher educators at 
our liberal arts university intentionally model the seven co-teaching 
strategies, they also assign students to co-present interdisciplin-
ary lessons. By experiencing co-teaching pedagogy first-hand, 
teacher educators learn better how to help our candidates develop 
knowledge, skills, and dispositions that they will need to succeed 
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in the state’s mandated student teaching model. Cross-content 
partnerships have not only proved to teacher candidates that we 
can practice what we preach about co-teaching; collaboration has 
enriched our instruction and enhanced our own professional growth 
as teachers of teachers. 

Another unexpected but most beneficial outcome of state-man-
dated co-teaching is our formation of an alliance consisting of a 
representative from the local school district and teacher educators 
from five very different colleges in our geographical region. Three 
of the institutions are small independent liberal arts universities, 
while two are large public universities. All of the schools benefit 
from this partnership that originated as a result of Kentucky’s 
Co-Teaching Mandate. Since February, 2013, our inter-university 
support group has become a true professional learning commu-
nity. We meet regularly to share ideas, experiences, and resources; 
discuss policy questions; and divide responsibilities for the area’s 
co-teaching workshops. By disseminating training dates, field-
ing participants’ questions, registering cooperating teachers and 
recording attendance, our local school district partner has helped 
us to achieve what each of us working alone had viewed as a mis-
sion impossible—to fulfill an unfunded state mandate requiring 
transformation of a long-established student teaching model by re-
training all Kentucky teacher educators, cooperating teachers, and 
teacher candidates. 

Conclusion
We do not yet know how Kentucky’s mandated Co-Teaching 

Model for student teaching will impact student achievement, espe-
cially because our state like many others is in the midst of transi-
tion to new accountability standards. Teacher educators do not yet 
know how the student teaching model may affect future utiliza-
tion of the collaborative co-teaching model practiced by certified 
special and general educators. It is also too soon to judge whether 
knowledge, skills, and dispositions developed by the Co-Teaching 
Model will increase teacher efficacy and retention within the state. 
Anecdotal reports on the efficacy of co-teaching are surprisingly 
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positive, but quantifiable data must be systematically collected to 
evaluate outcomes of Kentucky’s statewide model. Critical voices 
continue to ask whether a co-teaching model adequately prepares 
teacher candidates for independence later in their own classroom 
when a partner is unavailable. Again, current anecdotal data 
appears positive, but long-term research is necessary to corroborate 
or refute beliefs that a co-teaching model for student teaching is 
superior.

The reflections of this teacher educator are intended neither to 
criticize nor to endorse more top-down educational reform. The 
author’s purpose instead is to report lessons learned and celebrate 
the commitment shown by Kentucky educators who are uniting to 
meet the many challenges of an unfunded state mandate. By work-
ing together, teacher educators at an independent liberal arts uni-
versity in Kentucky are increasing expertise, redefining perceptions 
of teaching, differentiating instruction, and exhibiting a collabora-
tive spirit that can never be quenched — or mandated.
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Abstract 
Teacher Education Departments at most liberal arts colleges 

serve as professional certification programs as much as depart-
ments with academic majors. We train our students to work in P-12 
education in an era of inclusion and require them to support their 
students with disabilities in preparation for college and career. The 
federal government protects individuals with disabilities while 
they are students in school and while they are employees in the 
workplace. Are we doing our part to support our teacher candidates 
while they are in our programs? As professional certification gate-
keepers, do we unnecessarily block students with disabilities from 
completing their internship? In this article the author discusses 
these questions and invites readers to support teacher candidates 
with disabilities as a way to embody justice in education.

Keywords: teacher preparation, disabilities, accommodations, 
ADA
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A glance at many liberal arts college websites reveals that 
departments and schools of education serve as professional cer-
tification programs for future P-12 teachers. With this unique 
responsibility of providing a symbol of eligibility for employ-
ment, in addition to “developing intellectual and moral virtues” 
(Lederhouse, 2014, p. 3) resulting from any major in a liberal 
arts institution, teacher preparation programs position themselves 
as gatekeepers for the P-12 educational field. A closer look into 
the required courses for teacher certification reveals that teacher 
candidates take one or more courses about working with students 
with diverse abilities, language proficiencies, cultures, and socio-
economic backgrounds. A common conceptual framework in 
these courses is that the labels used in school settings are socially 
constructed, and situational. Given that stance, with its inten-
tion of preparing teachers to maintain student-first language and 
perspectives, we in teacher education do our part to move away 
from the dominant social discourse of the medical model with dis-
abilities being an individual deficit (Ferri, Connor, Solis, Valle, & 
Volpitta, 2005; Hahn, 1998; Keller, 1998; Valle, Solis, Volpitta, & 
Connor, 2010). While we teach our students the basics of various 
federally-funded title programs that shape the P-12 educational 
scene, we often do little to integrate these systems of support into 
our work with those who will be teaching in these settings. In this 
article, I will expand on this idea in three sections: first, by giving 
a brief explanation of support students are legally entitled to under 
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and the Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act (IDEA); then, by describing the communal aspects 
promoted in contemporary teacher preparation programs; and 
finally, by issuing a vision of teacher education programs and the 
teaching field as settings for embodying justice through disability 
support and accommodations for teachers in learning communities. 
A list of suggested accommodations for educators with disabilities 
is included as an appendix.

Throughout the article, I use the word disabilities as that is the 
term most often used in legislation and in the resources I cite. I 
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always phrase the discourse using person-first language by iden-
tifying students as individuals with disabilities, as opposed to 
disabled students. 

Figure 1. Progression toward Embodied Justice for Teachers 
with Disabilities

Federal Protections for Individuals with Disabilities 
Federal government data of occupational employment and 

wages from May 2014 show that elementary and secondary schools 
employ over 5.5 million educators and that 249,250 people who 
have disclosed that they have a disability are employed as educa-
tors, trainers, or librarians. The occupation of education ranked as 
the 8th most popular for people with disabilities out of the 22 occu-
pations listed by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2014). Other 
government reports use census data of individuals with disabilities 
to conclude that there may be over 1 million educators with dis-
abilities working in U.S. schools (Whetzel & Goddard, 2010).

The National Center for Learning Disabilities reported on 
postsecondary education statistics in 2014. Students with learning 
disabilities currently enroll in postsecondary education at the same 
rate as the general population. However, only 17% of those with 
learning disabilities received disability support in institutions of 
higher education. The current college completion rate for students 
with learning disabilities is 41%, approaching the 52% rate for the 
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general population (Cortiella & Horowitz, 2014).
Since the introduction of IDEA’s predecessor, Public Law 

94-142 in 1975 when only 20% of students with disabilities 
attended school (U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special 
Education and Rehabilitative Services, 2010), the percentage of 
students with disabilities graduating from high school has increased 
to 61% (Diament, 2014). Of these graduates, more than 60% enroll 
in institutions of higher education (Resmovits, 2014). IDEA man-
dates that all P-12 schools receiving federal funds provide a free 
and appropriate public education for students identified as having 
one of 14 federally recognized disabilities. In public elementary 
and secondary schools, students who qualify under IDEA receive 
an individualized education plan (IEP), and those who have a dis-
ability that substantially limits a major life activity are protected 
under Title II of the ADA and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation 
Act of 1973 (U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special 
Education and Rehabilitative Services, 2010). These plans list 
accommodations, modifications, and, if needed, services that all 
who interact with the student must provide. The plans exist to pro-
vide equity in schools for the students between the ages of 3 and 22 
who have them.

The educators and administrators who have worked with P-12 
students in the era of IDEA have been encouraged to foster a sense 
of ability and hope in students with disabilities. Currently, many 
students with disabilities are told that they can achieve what their 
typically-developing peers hope to achieve academically and in 
careers. Schools are required to place students with disabilities in 
the least restrictive environment and with the general education 
population as much as possible. Students with IEPs have their goals 
based on grade level standards of their typically-developing peers, 
which are then unpacked to the individual student’s level of per-
formance. It is no surprise then that the percentage of students with 
disabilities graduating from high school has increased 16 percent 
between 1997 and 2008 (U.S. Department of Education, Office of 
Special Education and Rehabilitative Services, 2010).

Once the students reach college or university, they are no longer 
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provided with an IEP, but are federally protected by ADA, and the 
ADA Amendments Act of 2008 in particular (Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission, 2011). ADA prohibits discrimination 
against students with a disability that substantially limits a major 
life activity or bodily function such as, but not limited to: learning, 
reading, concentrating, communicating, interacting with others, 
functions of the immune system, neurological functions, and respi-
ratory functions (for a longer, non-exhaustive list, see the Federal 
Register of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 
2011). Many institutions of higher education have a department or 
center dedicated to supporting students with disabilities, and the 
employees of the center often provide assistance to instructors who 
need to provide accommodations for students with disabilities. 
Classroom accommodations include, but are not limited to: acces-
sible classrooms and housing, books and other printed materials 
in alternative formats, exam accommodations (such as extra time 
on exams or readers for exams), sign language interpreters or FM 
system, notetakers, and use of assistive technology (Seattle Pacific 
University Center for Learning, 2015).

Title I of the ADA protects employees from discrimination in 
the workplace including discrimination during hiring, work, and 
promotion processes. Once teacher education students are licensed 
and begin working, they are eligible to receive accommodations for 
mobility, sensory, allergies/chemical, mental health, and cognitive 
impairments. Examples of accommodations in their workplace 
include: ergonomic chairs, closed captioned videos, air purifica-
tion devices, written as well as verbal instructions, organization 
tools and software, and mentors for guidance (Whetzel & Goddard, 
2010). 

The federal government protects individuals with disabilities 
while they are students in school and while they are employees in 
the workplace. Are we doing our part to support these individu-
als while they are in our teacher preparation programs? Multiple 
researchers found that teacher education programs provide the least 
support in the areas of field experience and course substitutions 
to students with learning disabilities (Baldwin, 2007; Bowman 
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& Barr, 2001; Csoli & Gallagher, 2012). As teacher educators, 
we have the opportunity and the obligation to provide equitable 
conditions for our students as they work through their licensure 
requirements.

Teaching as a Professional Community
Teacher candidates in most preparation programs are taught 

about professional learning communities. Starting with the writ-
ing and professional development workshops offered by  Richard 
and Becky DuFours and Bob Eaker in the late 1990s, the P-12 
teaching community made explicit efforts to transform the concept 
of teaching from being a solitary exercise to one requiring active 
membership in a group that focuses on student learning. With each 
successive cohort of novice teachers, the image of a teacher being 
someone who goes into a classroom, closes the door, and singu-
larly rules the realm fades into history. This generation of teachers 
knows that one part of being a teacher is working with colleagues 
on planning, instruction, and assessment. Today’s teacher may 
share students during leveled teaching or intervention activities, 
may share the classroom through co-teaching with special educa-
tion or general education staff, and may share student data with a 
grade level team for reflection and further planning. In all of these 
circumstances, the teacher is engaged with other adults, and there-
fore has others who can provide feedback, assistance, and insight 
when needed. Today’s teacher is not an island. 

As teacher educators, we teach the communal nature of educa-
tion to our students, and we expect that they will experience this 
during their internship. We build on Lave and Wenger’s (1991) 
theory of communities of practice and the notion of learning 
and teaching as a communal process (Matusov, Julien, Lacasa & 
Candela, 2007). If mutual support among teachers is an expectation 
and a practice we introduce to our students, do we unnecessarily 
act as gatekeepers keeping out students with disabilities who might 
be successful teachers if only they were able to rely on collegial 
support during the licensure process and in the P-12 school setting? 

Some institutions have started formalizing such support, through 
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dyad and triad placements for internship or through comprehen-
sive assistance in applying for accommodations on state licensure 
testing such as the edTPA. Often though, we counsel students with 
disabilities out of our programs. When we do, P-12 students lose 
the opportunity to feel accepted in their school when they see their 
teacher(s) with disabilities being accepted there (for example, see 
Wills, 2007). The P-12 students miss out on role models of people 
with disabilities being successful. We fail to provide the schools 
with teachers who can relate to the life circumstances of students 
with disabilities (Bowman & Barr, 2001; Ferri, Keefe, & Gregg, 
2001; Valle, Solis, Volpitta, & Connor, 2010). 

A Vision for Teacher Education Programs
Teacher education programs provide the least support in the 

areas of field experience and course substitutions to students with 
learning disabilities (Baldwin, 2007; Bowman & Barr, 2001; 
Csoli & Gallagher, 2012). Colleges and universities have signifi-
cant autonomy in determining essential elements in their degree 
programs, and for that reason, many decisions affecting students’ 
success in teacher education are impacted by faculty bias. Attitudes 
toward the ethics of accommodations and personal experience with 
individuals with disabilities influence instructors’ classroom and 
program decisions (Leyser, Greenberger, Sharoni, & Vogel, 2011). 
Some faculty bias stems from ignorance, with faculty “doubting the 
existence of less visible conditions such as learning and psychiatric 
disabilities” (Papalia-Beerardi, Hughes, & Papalia, 2002, p.28). 
Some lack of student success in teacher education programs stems 
from faculty’s low expectations of students identified as having 
disabilities (Ferri, Keefe, & Gregg, 2001). For these reasons, some 
students in institutions of higher education are tempted to “pass” 
as typically-developing students rather than risk disclosing their 
disabilities.

Teacher education programs can address these issues in all 
three of the “complex and dynamic communities” described in 
Lederhouse’s (2014) article on teacher preparation in liberal arts 
colleges. Researchers call for training on disability awareness and 
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advocacy for all those working in Community #1, the traditional 
academy’s teacher education programs—instructors, directors, 
field supervisors, and mentor teachers (Csoli & Gallagher, 2012; 
Leyser, Greenberge, Sharoni, & Vogel, 2011; Valle, Solis, Volpitta, 
& Connor, 2010). Training could be provided by educators with 
disabilities to promote relational understanding of individuals with 
disabilities. Employees in college and university Learning Centers/
Disability Support Services could teach those in the teacher educa-
tion programs about federal legislation, legal accommodations, and 
the ethics of equity. 

Members of Community #2—Institutions of higher education 
and P-12 organizations—could work together to facilitate colle-
gial support for teacher candidates with disabilities at school sites. 
Professional Learning Communities could use some of their time 
together to support individual teachers’ needs, such as double-
checking numbers for those with dyscalculia, checking the pre-
written phrases or sentences of those with learning disabilities, or 
setting up productivity software for those with expressive writing 
disorders or with organizational challenges (Searchable Online 
Accommodation Resources, 2015). Educators who are proficient 
in teaching as a communal practice could split their duties accord-
ingly so that disabilities are rescripted, not as individual deficits, 
but as a normal part of the discourse of planning and teaching.

All of those working with teacher education students could be 
informed of current statistics on the less-visible disabilities, such as 
those with mental and cognitive components. Through interaction 
with Community #3—state and federal regulatory agencies—those 
working in teacher education programs should be held accountable 
for providing accommodations and they should hold accountable 
the licensure exam organizations to ensure equitable opportuni-
ties for students with disabilities. One member of Community #3, 
The U.S. Department of Education is in the process of funding an 
information center to help students with disabilities in institutions 
of higher education and to help colleges and universities improve 
their disability support services (McIntire, 2015).
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Conclusion
The future teachers, students succeeding with disabilities, are 

out there, and they are entering our teacher education programs. 
The more we know, the more we can explicitly shape the dominant 
discourse on abilities of individuals with disabilities. We have been 
teaching our students to promote this among the P-12 popula-
tion; now it is our turn to promote this for our teacher education 
participants. If liberal arts education “aspires to promote human 
flourishing, [and] explores what it means to be fully human in order 
to experience a more enriched life” (Lederhouse, 2014, p. 6), and 
if we believe in a sociopolitical construct that positions disability 
within the parameter of full humanity, then we must model for our 
teacher education students what it means to support those with dis-
abilities in our educational communities. This is how we embody 
justice in our teacher education programs.
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Appendix A
Accommodations for Educators with Disabilities 

Accommodation Ideas from Job Accommodation  
Network (Searchable Online Accommodation  
Resource, 2015; Whetzel & Goddard, 2010):

Motor/Mobility Impairments
Motor and mobility impairment refers to limitations in motor 

movements such as walking, lifting, sitting, standing, typing, writ-
ing, gripping, and maintaining stamina. Many conditions cause 
motor or mobility impairment, including but not limited to multiple 
sclerosis, cancer, stroke, spinal cord injury, cumulative trauma dis-
order, back condition, arthritis, cerebral palsy, Parkinson’s disease, 
and heart condition.
Difficulty standing in front of class:

• Use sit/stand stool
• Use anti-fatigue mat/carpeting with extra padding
• Use counter height stool
• Alternate often between sitting and standing
• Rearrange student seating so the individual may sit, but still be 

viewed easily by all students, e.g., semi-circle
• Adjust height of chalk board, white board, or interactive white 

board
• Allow use of supportive foot wear
• Difficulty bending to assist students:
• Have student come to individual when needed or when directed 

to do so
• Use teacher’s aide and student teachers
• Use student assistants to help others
• Allow use of portable desk height stool so that individual can 

sit next to a student’s desk
Difficulty bending to obtain materials or access files:

• Use automatic shelves and file systems so that materials are 
brought to appropriate height with a push of a button
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• Have most commonly used materials on easy to access shelves 
or drawers

• Have shelves lowered or raised
• Have student helpers to assist with tasks
• Sit on a low stool when accessing lower shelves, cabinets, and 

drawers
• Use a reacher to access out of reach shelves
• Consider allowing use of a service animal

Difficulty sitting for long periods of time at desk:
• Use ergonomic chair so that seat can be adjusted to fit the per-

son using it
• Use adjustable height desk for the option to sit or stand while 

working
• Take frequent rest breaks and alternate between sitting and 

standing
Difficulty moving around room, building, or grounds:

• Make sure appropriate mobility aids are being used for the con-
dition experienced by the person with a disability and for the 
environment

• Have accessible path of travel and make sure it is clear at all 
times

• Make sure floor surface is appropriate (even and slip resistant, 
and if carpeted, no more than 1/2 inch thick, securely attached, 
and firm padding underneath) 

• Locate work station and planning area near restrooms, individu-
al’s work room, and emergency exit

• Develop a plan to signal for help in an emergency so that 
the individual does not have to physically go to office to get 
assistance

• Provide appropriate parking
Difficulty writing on whiteboard:

• Use writing aid to hold marker
• Use PC projector
• Use overhead projector
• Use flip chart
• Use pocket chart
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Difficulty writing on papers:
• Provide writing aid to assist in holding writing device
• Allow frequent rest breaks and alternate between tasks
• Provide writing line guides, clip board/paper holders, tactile 

paper with raised lines
• Use typewriter 
• Convert forms to digital format when possible and allow com-

puter based data entry
• Use stamps for comments, dates, and signatures when practical
• Provide an ergonomic workstation 

Difficulty keyboarding:
• Use key guards
• Provide voice recognition software
• Use ergonomic keyboard
• Provide other alternative input: head stick, scanning systems, 

etc.
• Use wrist rests
• Provide ergonomic chair with arm/elbow support
• Allow frequent rest breaks/alternate between tasks

Sensory Impairments
Sensory impairments are any conditions that affect hearing, speech, 
vision, or respiration.
Difficulty viewing computer screen due to low vision:

• Provide larger sized monitor
• Provide external magnification (fits over existing monitor)
• Use screen magnification software
• Reduce glare via glare guards, blinds on windows, or adjusting 

lighting in the work area
• Provide monitor with high resolution, high contrast, and flicker 

free features
• Allow frequent rest breaks for eyes
• Change font size
• Provide a keyboard with large print on keys

Difficulty viewing papers due to low vision:
• Provide hand/stand/optical magnifier
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• Provide closed circuit television system
• Provide electronic magnifier
• Enlarge information on copier
• Provide task lighting
• Reduce glare in area, via overhead lights, windows, etc.
• Install adjustable light switch or other alternative lighting
• Change font size
• Allow frequent rest breaks for eyes
• Use a document camera and computer projector to project 

pages onto a wall screen
Difficulty obtaining information from computer screen due to 
no vision:

• Provide screen reading software
• Provide Braille display terminal
• Provide reader (clerical staff, etc.)  

Difficulty viewing papers due to no vision:
• Provide optical character recognition system
• Use reader/assistant

Difficulty communicating with others due to hearing loss or no 
hearing:

• Provide assistive listening devices (FM, infrared, power loop)
• Provide real-time captioning via computer/PC projector
• Use hearing aids
• Implement appropriate positioning and lighting to assist with 

lip reading
• Reduce background noise and improve acoustics by shutting 

classroom doors and windows, adding carpet and acoustical 
wall/ceiling coverings, improving etiquette at meetings, and 
reducing air rush sound from air and heating ducts

• Allow written communication
• Consider use of a sign language interpreter
• Use electronic mail (via computer)

Difficulty accessing information from video tape/DVD:
• Have equipment capable of providing closed captioning when it 

is available (new television, decoder) 



• Use assistive listening devices
• Provide closed captioned (either in house or by using a service)

Difficulty communicating over the telephone due to hearing 
impairment:

• Provide text telephone
• Provide telephone amplification via amplified phone (handset 

or via in-line or portable amplifiers)
• Use relay service
• Use captioned telephone and Cap-tel service
• Use voice carry over phone
• Use video phone

Difficulty responding to fire and emergency signals:
• Add visual signals to auditory alarms
• Use vibrating pager
• Consider allowing use of a service animal
• Have students or another employee alert person that alarm has 

sounded
• Use Signtel Intercom System

Difficulty speaking loudly enough for others to hear:
• Provide portable voice amplifier
• Provide stationary PA system or FM system when portable 

systems do not provide enough gain
• Provide communication board or other communication device 

with speech output
• Use signals with special meaning to reduce amount of speaking 

needed
• Prerecord frequently used instructions and store on computer 

(CD or interactive whiteboard) to reduce amount of speaking 
needed

• Use supplementary teaching materials such as videos DVDs 
and computer software

• Use the narration feature in PowerPoint or a similar program to 
add sound to presentations that will be used frequently

• Provide a computer with screen reading software so that the 
individual can type instructions rather than speaking

Antilla-Garza
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Allergies/Multiple Chemical Sensitivities
Sensitivities to cleaning agents, smoke, pesticides, perfumes, 
paint, carpet, and other building furnishings:

• Use air purification device
• Avoid the irritant to the extent possible
• Use non-toxic paint and other cleaning products that are less 

irritating alternatives
• Remove, replace, or detoxify existing carpet and select other 

less toxic building furnishings and supplies
• Improve ventilation within the worksite
• Notify in advance of painting or use of pesticides so that alter-

native work arrangements can be made
• Educate others concerning the nature of multiple chemical sen-

sitivities and how fragrances can affect the condition
• Move work area away from such areas as the shop class, chem-

istry lab, cafeteria, or parking lot
• Have cleaning, maintenance, and remodeling jobs performed 

while the building is unoccupied
• Consider implementing a fragrance policy
• Provide a dehumidifier to prevent build-up of mold
• Provide access to a list of ingredients in cleaning products and 

other chemical agents used on school grounds

Mental Health Impairments
Mental health impairment refers collectively to all diagnosable 
mental disorders. Mental disorders are health conditions that are 
characterized by alterations in thinking, mood, or behavior (or 
some combination thereof) associated with distress and/or impaired 
functioning. Examples of mental health impairments include 
depression, bipolar disorder, anxiety disorder, schizophrenia, and 
addiction.
Difficulty handling stress, emotions, and change:

• Have mentor to assist when stress levels become high
• Provide administrative and coworker support with open 

communication
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• Allow time off for counseling and stress management support 
groups

• Limit number of subjects to be taught (e.g., specialize in one or 
two subjects)

• Consider limiting number of students in class if feasible
• Have plan period at the same time everyday
• Have own classroom instead of having to change rooms
• Use stress management techniques effectively
• Use soothing music or environmental sound machine to block 

out background noise when doing paperwork
• Allow additional time and training to learn new responsibilities
• Allow telephone calls to emotional supports
• Schedule meetings with supervisor to discuss workplace issues, 

production levels, effectiveness of accommodations 
• Develop strategies to deal with problems before they arise
• Obtain clear expectations of responsibilities and the conse-

quences of not meeting them
• Provide sensitivity training to co-workers
• Provide to-do lists and written instructions
• Consider providing in-service training on stress management

Difficulty with organization, staying on task, finishing paper-
work, managing time:

• Provide organization tools such as electronic schedulers, pace 
setters, memo recorders, software organizers, calendars, and 
grade books

• Assign permanent classroom instead of having to change rooms
• Schedule structured plan period at the same time everyday
• Use color code files, papers, books
• Create detailed lesson plans and outline
• Use specialized lesson plan books
• Limit number of subjects and classes to be taught
• Divide large assignments into smaller tasks and steps
• Assign a mentor to assist with determining goals, providing 

daily guidelines, reminding of important deadlines
• Consider providing in-service training on time management
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Cognitive Impairments
Cognitive impairment refers to disturbances in brain functions, 
such as memory loss, problems with orientation, distractibility, 
perception problems, and difficulty thinking logically. Cognitive 
impairment is a syndrome, not a diagnosis. Many conditions can 
cause cognitive impairment, including multiple sclerosis, depres-
sion, alcoholism, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, trau-
matic brain injury, chronic fatigue syndrome, and stroke.
Difficulty with concentration:

• Increase natural lighting or provide full spectrum lighting
• Reduce clutter in the classroom
• Plan for uninterrupted work time
• Divide large assignments into smaller tasks and steps
• Restructure job to include only essential functions

Memory deficits:
• Allow individual to tape record meetings
• Provide printed minutes of each meeting
• Provide written as well as verbal instructions
• Allow additional training time for new programs and initiatives
• Provide reminders of important deadlines via e-mails, memos, 

and weekly supervision
• Provide mentor for daily guidance
• Use notebooks, planners, or sticky notes to record information 

for easy retrieval
• Provide cues to assist in location of items by using labels, color 

coding, or bulletin boards

• • •
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Abstract
One of the greatest challenges in literacy education is the ability 

to provide a practical environment for candidates to apply their 
knowledge, while still working with their peers and under close 
faculty supervision. One of the greatest needs of resource-stretched 
schools is the ability to provide students with additional help in 
literacy learning. A university-based community literacy center 
is a proposition that can mutually benefit both groups. Literacy 
education candidates can grow in their abilities through practical 
experience combined with interactive, socially mediated learn-
ing techniques. Children gain additional instruction time geared 
toward developing the reading and writing skills needed to not only 
survive, but thrive in today’s schools. This paper highlights how 
our College of Education established an on-campus literacy learn-
ing center, the programs we offer, and the impact this center has 
had on both our literacy candidates and the families of the students 
entrusted to our program.

Keywords: literacy education, community literacy centers, 
university-based literacy centers, reading, literacy, children, 
socially mediated learning
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In an era in which everyone is being expected to do more with 
less, how may teacher educators of future literacy specialists pre-
pare highly qualified leaders? One crucial element of this prepa-
ration involves field experiences in which candidates teach real 
learners with real literacy needs. This authenticity is the founda-
tion for the meaningful rigor needed in the candidates’ program 
of preparation in order to gain true competency. Therefore, when 
faced with accomplishing more with less, field-based experiences 
rise from important to foundational and critical.

At the same time, there are real children and adolescents who 
could positively benefit from what Richard Allington has referred 
to as “more and better” literacy instruction (1994). An ideal and 
logical way to provide this literacy instruction is through a uni-
versity-based literacy center that serves the community. Learners 
could receive supplemental instruction above and beyond their 
regular school day (more), and could receive targeted instruction 
based on analyses of individual assessments (better). As a result, 
children and adolescents who are at risk for failure in literacy learn-
ing may gain more instructional time on appropriate tasks. 

Literacy specialist candidates are learning skills in assess-
ment, analysis of learner needs, instructional strategies and skills, 
and professional dispositions. Candidates need an opportunity to 
employ these additional professional abilities in a real-world set-
ting, with the student population for whom these skills are designed 
to benefit. Without this experience, the candidate will not suffi-
ciently gain the experience needed to become competent in these 
areas, confirm mastery, and develop confidence as a professional. 
A university-based community literacy center offers candidates an 
optimal setting for developing these abilities.

In considering the prospects for a win/win dynamic, some 
graduate programs geared toward literacy instruction have already 
established reading or literacy clinics to serve community needs; 
other programs may be considering this option as well. In either 
case, the experiences in developing this community service gained 
by one university may be of benefit to other programs as they cre-
ate or continue to develop their own literacy centers. 
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The purpose of this paper is to explore the unique and rich con-
text the Family Literacy Center provides for the training of teacher 
candidates seeking an advanced degree in literacy, as well as the 
effective resource it provides the community through remedial and 
enrichment literacy programs. In this paper, we first provide an 
overview of the literature on university-community partnerships 
and how the Family Literacy Center fits into the university’s mis-
sion of serving the community. Then we describe the theoretical 
underpinnings of the Family Literacy Center as related to teacher 
training in the advanced literacy program. Next, we describe the 
process we underwent as we developed the Family Literacy Center. 
We provide a description of the programs offered to children and 
their families and how each program is aligned to coursework in 
the Advanced Literacy program. Finally, we analyze the impact 
of the Family Literacy Center through the experiences of the 
advanced candidates, children, and their families, articulating the 
mutual benefits to teacher candidates and the community for incor-
porating this type of fieldwork into a teacher preparation program. 

Literature Review
In what reads like a gradually rising crescendo of voices, schol-

ars are forcefully challenging universities to be collaborators and 
partners with their local communities in solving important prob-
lems, arguing that universities have a civic duty to serve their local 
communities (Boyer, 1994), that universities should be involved 
in civic engagement (Checkoway, 2001), that universities are 
expected to contribute to their neighboring communities (Anyon 
& Fernández, 2007), and even that “universities have increasingly 
come to recognize that their destinies are inextricably linked with 
their communities” (Harkavy & Hartley, 2009, p. 9)

To be sure, universities are poised to offer their local communi-
ties unique and powerful benefits. Speaking to the needs of urban 
communities, Harkavy & Hartley suggest that “universities are 
well positioned to play a role in responding to the challenges facing 
our nation’s cities. Over half of all institutions of higher learning 
are located within or immediately outside urban areas. Universities 
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are resource rich. In many cities, universities and hospitals are the 
largest private employers.” (2009, p. 8)

When universities partner with local communities on signifi-
cant projects, this also benefits the universities themselves in 
that “[community] engagement contributes to the core values 
of academia and strengthens science” (Glover & Silka, 2013, p. 
41). Ferman and Hill (2004) note many benefits that faculty and 
students derive from engaging in work of partnering with local 
communities, with opportunities for consolidating student learning, 
connecting academic learning to local needs, applying scholarly 
ideas to real world problems, as well as opportunities for authentic 
research scholarship.

However, there are cautions. Ferman and Hill warn that “Just 
as all politics is local, all partnerships are personal” (2004, p. 
251). Nye and Schramm’s (1999) interviews with both community 
partners and academics indicated that in too many cases academic 
partners are not good partners for communities, and Ferman & Hill 
explain that this is often because there is a “mismatch of incen-
tives” (2004, p. 248). Glover and Silka also observe that these 
projects are not driven by genuine commitment to the community 
need but by the need to show accomplishments on vitae (2013, p. 
42). Explaining how a distrust of partnering with the nearby uni-
versity had developed in a local community, Anyon & Fernández 
explained (2007, p. 41) that the university they studied had not 
taken the time to know the community, care about the community 
needs, or commit to long-term community goals.

Given these cautions, what should collaborators in university-
community partnerships do? Nyden urges that when collaborating 
on research or service projects, both the university and the commu-
nity representatives must be involved and sharing decision making 
along every step of the development process, and that failure to do 
this is one of the typical features of failing partnerships (2006, p. 
16).

Nyden further argues that the partnering entities may capitalize 
on higher education’s culture of questioning and seek to advance 
this approach in community-university research partnerships. 
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“The culture of questioning is at the core of academic teaching and 
research,” and “In the classroom, teachers and academic research-
ers pose challenging questions to students to make sure they 
understand course materials and develop the critical thinking skills 
needed to understand, shape, and change the world in which they 
live and work” (2006, p. 12–13).

In his examination of 10 respected university-community part-
nerships, Reardon observed that “all of the projects studied were 
developed slowly and organically over time. Considerable time was 
required to enable the community and campus leaders involved 
in these partnerships to establish trusting relationships” (2006, p. 
106).

Mahoney, Levine, and Hinga report on a university-community 
partnership that involved after school programs for local children, 
reporting that the partnership and the service to children were 
worthwhile and effective, but much depended on the quality of 
the adult instruction and management of the program. They also 
observed that such a program does not “run itself” and does not 
automatically result in effective contributions to constituents (2010, 
p. 90). They also noted that if training for afterschool instruction 
providers is offered at all, it is typically brief and superficial. Yet 
these authors point out that in an increasingly global and diverse 
world, the ability to understand and work effectively with a variety 
of populations is an important outcome of teacher preparation pro-
grams. Institutions of higher education can play an important role 
in developing these competencies through guided opportunities for 
students to become engaged with diverse children and families in 
the surrounding communities.

A synthesis of the reviewed literature yields encouragement 
for genuine, respectful, collaborative partnerships between higher 
education institutions and community entities, with warnings that 
the best partnerships have appropriately balanced power equity and 
investment of resources among partners. Effective and sustainable 
partnerships also require commitment and compromise among 
the partners, but the benefits may well be highly valuable to the 
constituents.
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Institutional Context
Niagara University is a small, private university, situated on 

the picturesque border of the United States and Canada. Through 
emphasis on the Vincentian mission within Catholicism, the 
university has a long and rich history of service to the community, 
particularly the poor and marginalized. The area surrounding the 
university is unique in that it includes a large urban public school 
district to its south, a reservation to the east, and a rural school 
district to the north. The College of Education has a longstanding 
partnership with the community surrounding the university. For 
example, preservice teachers participate each semester in a “Learn 
and Serve Program,” a coordinated service learning activity that 
places candidates in partner schools as volunteers assisting teach-
ers. This program has been a beneficial collaboration in that the 
local schools receive the classroom contributions of volunteers who 
are committed and prepared to help in classrooms, and the teacher 
candidates gain professional experience that adds much to their 
teacher preparation program. 

Like the “Learn and Serve” partnerships, the Family Literacy 
Center fits naturally into the university mission. The FLC provides 
for the candidates a professional context for serving academically 
and culturally diverse students as well as enabling partnerships 
with families. For the families and K-12 students, it reinforces and 
substantially extends the learning already occurring through the 
regular school curriculum. 

Theoretical and Pedagogical Principles 
The principles of constructivism undergird the framework of the 

Family Literacy Center and provide the theoretical rationale for 
curriculum and fieldwork development. Constructivism has a long 
and well documented history, although many different perspectives 
coexist within it (e.g. Bruner, Goodnow & Austin, 1986; Freire, 
2000; Piaget 1951; Von Glaserfeld, 1984; Vygotsky, 1978; Wells, 
2000). In fact, Phillips (1995) identified six distinct views of con-
structivism; however, according to Fenwick (2008), all views share 
one central premise: “a learner is believed to construct, through 
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reflection, a personal understanding of relevant structures of mean-
ing derived from his or her action in the world” (p. 10). 

Translating this theory to the educational setting, Vygotsky 
(1978) conceptualizes how interactions between teacher and child 
or between peers can support learning through what he refers to as 
the zone of proximal development (ZPD): “the distance between the 
actual developmental level of the learner and the level of potential 
development as determined through problem solving under adult 
guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (p. 86). 
Wood, Bruner, & Ross, (1976) describe this adult or peer support 
of the learning processing as scaffolding; scaffolding represents 
the supportive interactions between adult and child that enable 
the child to do something beyond his or her independent efforts. 
Lambert (2002), suggests the social interaction between novice and 
more capable peer becomes crucial to the learning process; indi-
viduals extend and transform the knowledge they bring to a situa-
tion through interaction with others. However, Mayer (1999) points 
out that although social contexts of learning provide opportunities 
for constructivist learning, not all social contexts promote construc-
tivist learning and more importantly, not all constructivist learning 
depends on social contexts.

Rooted in the constructivist paradigm is the phenomenon of 
“reflection-in-action” (Schön, 1983, p. 59), which emphasizes the 
ongoing learning of professionals whereby “practitioners learn 
by noticing and framing problems of interest to them in particular 
ways, then inquiring and experimenting with solutions” (Fenwick, 
2008, p. 12). According to Schön (1983), reflection-in-action is a 
rigorous professional process involving acknowledgement of and 
reflection on uncertainty and complexity in one’s practice leading 
to “a legitimate form of professional knowing” (p.69).

Reflective practice is seen by many teacher educators to be the 
core of effective teacher preparation programs and the develop-
ment of professional competence. Loughran (2002) writes, “It is 
through the development of knowledge and understanding of the 
practice setting and the ability to recognize and respond to such 
knowledge that the reflective practitioner becomes truly responsive 
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to the needs, issues, and concerns that are so important in shaping 
practice” (p.9). 

Together, these elements are actualized through fieldwork, 
within the context of the Family Literacy Center, that affords 
teacher candidates opportunities to link theory with instruction, 
assimilate new learning through instructor guidance, self-reflect, 
and work through problems collaboratively, as they acquire essen-
tial knowledge, skills, and dispositions of professional educators. 
Further discussion of these constructs relative to the context of the 
Family Literacy Center ensues in the description of the process 
we underwent as we developed the Family Literacy Center, the 
description of the programs offered to children and their families, 
and the analysis of the impact of the Family Literacy Center on 
both the community and our teacher candidates. 

The Process
Development and Allocation of Resources

In 2005, as a once-in-a-generation opportunity, the university 
offered the College of Education a new campus building dedicated 
to the College of Education’s mission. Over the previous decades, 
the College had expanded and outgrown its spatial boundaries and 
was in need of new facilities. To address this, the university con-
ducted a capital campaign that yielded sufficient funds targeted to 
meet these needs. 

During the early planning stages, College administrators and 
faculty were afforded the opportunity to provide input to the archi-
tecture team and collaboratively discuss our dreams for the new 
facility. Although budget and space constraints were key consider-
ations, these dreams were heard, collected, and incorporated into the 
new building design in numerous appropriate ways. For example, 
as part of the building plan, a center for community outreach was 
designed on the first floor of the building as a place to conveniently 
welcome the community into the College’s space and to serve 
community needs, including literacy learning. The upper floors of 
the new building were designed for classrooms and offices, along 
with some regular classrooms on the first floor. The envisioned 
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community center offered instructional rooms with one-way mirrors 
for observation, small group meeting rooms, a library/central space, 
storage space, and offices, all sized to the overall building. Although 
not especially large, it was highly useable and designed to meet our 
needs, with very attractive features and appointments. Instructional 
technology was considered and incorporated into all spaces.

In addition to donations for the building’s construction, there 
were donors who dedicated funds for the startup and operation of 
community literacy services. These funds were intended to seed the 
literacy center budget, and provided crucial funding for most of the 
capital and personnel expenses incurred during the initial startup 
and functioning of the center. 

Assessment of Local Community Needs
As we considered the development of a university-based com-

munity literacy center, we sought to confirm the need for such 
services. Our analysis yielded evidence of a high need for literacy 
services in the areas neighboring the university, as based on statis-
tics including the proportion of local adult population functioning 
at basic levels of literacy, poverty rates for adults and children, 
unemployment rates, and proportion of first generation college stu-
dents. Furthermore, there were no other postsecondary institutions 
that offered literacy services to the community in the local county. 
The only supplementary literacy services accessible to the commu-
nity were for-profit tutoring businesses and free church-sponsored, 
after-school programs that offered general academic support for 
children at risk. As potentially helpful as those existing services 
were, we envisioned more analytical and targeted literacy instruc-
tion services for the local community. Our analysis confirmed there 
was a real need that we were poised to address in a unique manner. 

Creation of a Family Literacy Center Work Group
Recognizing the potential for university, school, and community 

collaboration to address identified community needs, the literacy 
faculty came together to explore how the university might meet 
these needs, while providing a unique context in which to train for 
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candidates in the advanced literacy program. We first convened all 
literacy faculty members to brainstorm, analyze, and synthesize 
important values that we wanted to use as our guiding principles. 
For example, we discussed questions such as, “What will be our 
mission? What will be our governance structure? How will we 
select student clients? What courses will supply candidate tutors? 
Who will serve as director? What resources are required?” After a 
few sessions to discuss and achieve consensus on these issues and 
principles, we presented them to our supervisors and administra-
tors for their feedback and suggestions, and further developed these 
guiding principles into a working document.

With these guiding principles in place, we formed a develop-
ment workgroup comprised of a few key members of the literacy 
faculty and relevant administrators to further study the opportuni-
ties and challenges of opening a literacy center. This group further 
investigated local literacy needs, considered the potential roles of 
literacy candidates who would serve as teachers, explored vari-
ous configurations and governance structures, determined which 
courses would be aligned to the services provided by the literacy 
center, and estimated expenses and potential revenue. The work-
group met frequently over a ten month period, and began to obtain 
input from community leaders outside the university, including 
local adult basic literacy leaders, local school leaders, and commu-
nity agency leaders. Their input not only confirmed the needs, but 
also opened productive conversations with area leaders and offered 
insightful suggestions on how to work with schools and families. 

With these developments evolving, we considered a variety of 
governance and delivery models. We explored varieties of admin-
istration and sustained funding of the literacy center, the kinds of 
literacy services to offer, and a range of local school partnerships. 
We eventually selected a preferred model of literacy instruction 
offerings for the community. This model included a faculty direc-
tor who would oversee four key components: community outreach; 
literacy services (including comprehensive assessment and instruc-
tion); family support for literacy; and professional training for 
literacy specialist candidates.
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Consideration of Candidate Abilities and Needs
As university faculty concerned about the training of tomorrow’s 

teachers and literacy specialists, we are particularly concerned with 
ensuring that our candidates embody the important characteristics 
and professional competencies necessary to meet the current chal-
lenges in schools. We want them to graduate effectively empow-
ered to help their students develop literacy competencies, and make 
a powerful difference in the communities in which they teach. 

As noted in Teaching Reading Well (IRA, 2007) the commis-
sioned study and collaborative effort between the International 
Reading Association (IRA) and Teacher Education Task Force 
(TETF), “Putting a quality teacher in every classroom is key to 
addressing the challenges of reading achievement in schools. 
Knowledgeable, strategic, adaptive, and reflective teachers make 
a difference in student learning” (p. 2). This remains a formidable 
task, particularly in light of recent educational initiatives such No 
Child Left Behind and the reauthorization of IDEA; developing the 
technical and interpersonal skills necessary to be an effective lit-
eracy specialist takes time and practice. Opportunities for practical, 
hands-on applications of theory become crucial to the learning and 
training process, as we believe learning is an interactive process 
in which individuals extend and transform the knowledge they 
bring to a situation through interaction with others (Lambert 2002). 
We also believed the FLC would be instrumental in providing the 
context for facilitating this interactive, socially mediated learning, 
whereby literacy specialist candidates would have opportunities 
to put theory to practice, as well as to reflect upon and challenge 
their prior understandings of literacy development, assessment, and 
instruction. 

Alignment of Courses and Programs
With these ideals in mind we examined the existing program-

matic curriculum, looking for opportunities to align coursework 
with the context of the FLC. The table below outlines the courses 
that were aligned to programs we would pilot:
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Course Title

Applied 
Children’s & 
Adolescent 
Literature

Language 
& Literacy 
Development  
for Diverse  
Young Learners

Reading 
Difficulties: 
Identification  
& Intervention

Course Description
This course examines a variety of 
teaching strategies using literature 
written for children and adolescents. 
Among the topics addressed are how 
to evaluate the text and illustrations 
in children’s books, how to integrate 
literature into the K-12 curriculum 
across multiple content areas, and how 
to stimulate and evaluate a variety of 
student responses to literature

This course presents the emergent 
literacy view of early reading which 
acknowledges children as active 
participants in the process of becoming 
literate long before formal reading and 
writing instruction begins. It recognizes 
the dynamic relation between oral and 
written language such that reading 
and writing each influence the course 
of development of the other. Ongoing 
research by the Center for Improvement 
of Early Reading Achievement (CIERA) 
is presented to provide the prospective 
teacher with empirical foundations for 
sound practices to increase children’s 
early reading achievement. In addition, 
a flexible, organizational framework for 
establishing a balanced early literacy 
program will be presented as a way of 
thinking about the range of reading 
and writing activities essential for 
promoting early literacy. The follow-
ing components, of a balanced early 
literacy program, will be examined in 
depth: read aloud; shared reading; 
guided reading; independent reading; 
shared writing, guided writing; writers’ 
workshop; independent writing; and 
letter and word study. 

This course is designed to help practic-
ing teachers effectively teach reading 
diagnostically in K-12 classrooms, espe-
cially individualized or small group set-
tings. Teacher participants will examine 
a variety of factors that influence 
literacy acquisition, discuss and identify 
various reading difficulties, learn to 
conduct a diagnostic assessment of a 
student’s reading abilities, analyze the 
assessment, and plan for, implement, 
and reflect upon appropriate reading 
instruction. Participants will write a 
summative report that contains the 
assessment results, instructional goals, 
and professional recommendations for 
future reading instruction.

Program Description
Children’s Book Club  
(students in grades 3-8)
In small group settings, children par-
take in activities centered on popular 
children’s novels. Through open discus-
sions about books, exchanging points 
of view, and interacting together to 
complete hands-on activities graduate 
students work with the children to 
generate a life-long love for reading.

Primary Remedial Reading Program  
(students in grades K-2)
In a one-to-one setting, children 
receive an evaluation of literacy skills, 
followed by five instructional sessions 
that focus on individual student 
strengths to address areas of need. 
The program culminates with a family 
celebration where all participants 
engage in games and activities that 
can be incorporated into daily routines 
at home.

Remedial Reading Program   
(students in grades 3-8)
In a one-to-one setting, children 
receive two evaluation sessions, fol-
lowed by six instructional sessions that 
focus on individual student strengths 
to address areas of need. At the 
conclusion of the program, each family 
receives results from the initial evalu-
ation, along with recommendations 
for future family/home instructional 
support.
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Development of Curricular Methodology
Darling-Hammond (2006) notes that several elements make a 

difference in the design of a teacher education program, includ-
ing: (1) the content of teacher education – what is taught and how 
it is connected; (2) the learning process – the extent to which the 
curriculum builds on and enables candidates’ readiness; and,  (3) 
the context – the extent to which teacher learning is situated in 
contexts that allow the development of expert practice. These ele-
ments were considered as we developed and aligned courses to 
the context of the FLC. For example, framed within the gradual 
release model (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983), each course follows 
a consistent, weekly, three-hour format and affords candidates 
opportunities to work directly with children, link theory to practice, 
engage in self-reflection, and collaborate on instructional issues. 
The first five weeks of the semester are spent engaging in course 
readings, assessment training, discussion, and program preparation. 
The remainder of the semester’s weekly classes is spent working 
directly with children and their families for 60 minutes, followed 
by 90-minute debriefing sessions where candidates engage in self-
reflection and collaborative problem-solving. 

Across programs, candidates begin work with children first by 
assessing current literacy abilities, including oral language devel-
opment, phonemic awareness, concepts about print, phonics skills, 
sight word vocabulary, fluency, comprehension, reader motiva-
tion, and reading level. After the initial assessment, candidates sift 
through the data, engage in rigorous discussion about individual 
cases, and begin to design instructional programs that build on stu-
dent strengths to address areas of need. In other, words, candidates 
begin instruction having ascertained their students’ ZPD (Vygotsky, 
1978) and thus, are positioned to begin instructional scaffolding 
(Wood, Bruner, & Ross, 1976). 

Because the student enrollment is ethnically, culturally, socio-
economically, and academically diverse, candidates are encour-
aged to differentiate instruction, explore multiple instructional 
approaches and work through paradigmatic barriers and personal 
bias (Cochran-Smith et al., 2009; IRA, 2007). The result is an 
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organic, dynamic experience contextualized within authentic prac-
tice, which allows for social interactions, as described by Lambert 
(2002) between novice (student) and expert (candidate) that 
extends and transforms knowledge.

 Embedded at the end of each instructional session is time for 
candidates to meet with parents, to discuss students’ strengths, 
needs, and gains, as well as ways families can reinforce literacy 
development at home. These conversations allow opportunities for 
candidates and families to form effective partnerships where the 
unique contribution that families can make to their child’s literacy 
development is recognized and valued (McGrath, 2013). 

Following the instructional sessions is a structured debriefing 
where candidates have opportunities to engage in “reflection-
in-action” (Schön, 1983, p. 59). The debriefing is a balance of 
candidate-led discussions on the challenges and triumphs discov-
ered during the instructional session, a sharing session on effective 
instructional techniques, whole-class brainstorming on a particular 
student or issue, and instructor-led discussions or presentations on 
relevant theoretical and practical implications. Inevitably, a lively, 
collaborative conversation ensues where candidates and instructor 
work as a team to problem-solve issues raised during self-reflec-
tion. This deliberate reflection provides literacy-specialists-in-train-
ing with a process to develop professional judgment. Casey (2014) 
notes, 

“This deliberate process of reflection is necessary because 
new professionals cannot rely on intuition or “gut” in the 
same manner as an expert. While the seasoned professional 
integrates seamlessly thought and action, the new profes-
sional must de-couple the action from the thinking about 
the action; the new professional must consciously activate 
a process to guide the rendering of professional judgment” 
(p. 321).

Thus, the collective experiences of the group, coupled with 
the expertise of the instructor, result in much richer problem-
solving and the development of instructional resolutions. In sum, 
the debriefing discussions provide the socially mediated learning 
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experiences that research substantiates as critical to teacher-learn-
ing (Darling-Hammond, 2006).

Determination of the Dimensions of Impact: Children, 
Families, Advanced Candidates 

Methods
Sixty-six graduate students, thirty-three children, and thirty 

parents participated in the pilot programs. In order to examine 
program impact, exit surveys were developed for the children, their 
families, and the advanced candidates (see Appendix A). Although 
the surveys included several open-ended questions, for the pur-
pose of this paper, we analyzed for themes that emerged from the 
following questions: (1) children’s answer to the question, “How 
have you grown as a reader?” (2) parents’ answers to the question, 
“What were the outcomes you observed after your child attended the 
Family Literacy Center?” and, (3) candidates’ answers to the ques-
tion, “How have you grown as a teacher as a result of your experi-
ences at the Family Literacy Center?” 

For ease of distribution and participant anonymity, the exit 
surveys were loaded onto iPads, and given to each child and parent 
participant during the last session. Advanced candidates were given 
the survey via the iPads during their final debriefing session. 

The open-ended survey questions were analyzed using the 
constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & 
Corbin, 1990) including open, axial, and selective coding pro-
cedures - raw data was coded, then grouped by similar codes, as 
recommended by Creswell (1998). An example of these coding 
procedures is included in appendix 2. Verification procedures 
included triangulating the data through intercoder agreement, as 
well as reviewing and resolving disconfirming evidence (Creswell, 
1998; Creswell & Miller, 2002; Lincoln & Guba, 1983; Miles & 
Huberman, 1994). 

Results
Impact on children . Analysis of the children’s survey responses 

to the question: “How have you grown as a reader?” suggests 
that all thirty-three of our participating students perceived an 
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improvement in their literacy skills. The following table illuminates 
their common responses:

Thus, children not only perceived their own growth in literacy 
abilities, but were able to articulate specific areas of improvement. 

Impact on families . Thirty out of thirty parents would partici-
pate in the Family Literacy Center again, would recommend the 
Family Literacy Center to friends and family members and noted 
that their child/children benefited from services. Several themes, 
summarized in the table below, emerged from the question: “What 
were the outcomes you observed after your child attended the 
Family Literacy Center?”

McGrath and Erwin

Theme

Perception of increased 
literacy skills

Perception of increased 
literacy strategies

Exemplars

“I learned new sight words and how to sound out words better.”
“I read more fluently.”
 “I spell better.”
“I learned better reading habits, and I increased my reading level.”

“I chunk words to figure them out.”
“I learned how to use graphic organizers to sort ideas.”
“I learned to read like the character.”

Theme

Increased literacy  
abilities (sight word 
vocabulary, phonics,  
fluency, comprehension)

Increased confidence 
in how to reinforce 
literacy development 
at home

Increase in reading level

Increased motivation for 
reading and school

Exemplars

“Our son’s comprehension skills have improved a great deal since 
coming here.”

“Our daughter has improved her retells. That is something they have 
been working on.”

“I have seen an improvement in Ben’s (pseudonym) sight words and 
he spells better.”

“I really appreciated the time his teachers took with me after every 
session. They went over the lesson and what they were focusing 
on. Then they always had suggestions for ways I could continue 
working with him at home. The suggestions were so easy to 
incorporate into our daily routine.”

“He moved up four reading levels, from E to H!”

“She enjoys reading way more than she did before she started this 
program! She has even joined a school book club!”

“Again, the improvements with both children can easily be measured 
with the gains they made with their report cards this term as well 
as (their) excitability to want to read. When they actually pick 
reading a nightly story over TV. . . well quite honestly WOW.”
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Thus, not only parents could see the literacy gains made by their 
children, but were empowered with the information and knowledge 
to articulate specific areas. As noted across surveys, we attribute 
this to the weekly interactions with the advanced candidates, where 
there were opportunities to discuss instructional goals and progress 
with parents, as well as ways to reinforce reading development at 
home. Perhaps most importantly, parents noted the improvement in 
their child’s motivation to read. This is a tremendous accomplish-
ment as much research substantiates motivation is a key factor in 
reading success (Quirk & Schwanenflugel, 2004). 

Impact on candidates . All advanced candidates expressed that 
the practical experiences and opportunities to apply course con-
cepts to an authentic audience enhanced their training, and found 
these experiences very valuable. The following themes emerged 
from their survey responses:

Theme

Increased ability to 
administer and interpret 
assessment data, target 
student strengths and 
needs, and use assess-
ment data to develop 
targeted and strategic 
lessons

Greater flexibility in 
lesson planning and 
execution as result of 
increased knowledge of 
instructional techniques 
and the authentic 
context

Increased confidence in 
their teaching abilities as 
a result of the practical 
experience embedded 
into coursework and 
witnessing the weekly 
progress their students 
made

Exemplars

“I learned all about reading and writing assessments and how to 
implement them correctly. I definitely grew as a teacher in that 
aspect. I also learned how to target my students’ needs and really 
focus on that specific target. I also learned about great teaching 
strategies that I can use in my classroom.”

“I became a lot more flexible with my planning and a lot of the 
(course) concepts became more concrete for me.”

“I now have a HUGE stockpile of quick fun activities to use to help 
students who are struggling readers as well as to use with an 
entire classroom of students. My confidence in one-on-one 
literacy instruction has grown immensely. I was able to see what 
a struggling reader looks like and how important it is to find 
ways to help them and tailor instruction to fit their needs. After 
completing this class, I feel more confident and ready to tackle the 
needs of struggling readers. I could really see the difference in my 
student from day one (until) now.”

continued
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Data indicates that the Family Literacy Center provided an 
authentic context for candidates to explore issues of pedagogy and 
diversity, collaboratively problem solve, and reflect on the process. 
Similar to the dynamic created between child and candidate, oppor-
tunities for the co-construction of knowledge between candidate 
and instructor were rich and deep (Fenwick, 2008). As illuminated 
by the data, opportunities to link theory to practice allowed for 
shifts in how candidates responded to the needs of struggling read-
ers and propelled the development of professional competencies 
and dispositions. 

Limitations and Areas for Future Research 
The reflective data from our pilot programs suggests that partici-

pating children, their families, and the literacy specialist candidates 
benefited from the unique context provided by the FLC. Thus, the 
win-win synergy for university-school-community collaboration 
has been fully engaged. However, while our pilot year data pro-
vides meaningful insight into the preliminary impact the FLC has 
had on our candidates, the children, and their families, there are 
several limitations which may guide potential expansions of our 

Theme

Greater ability to 
motivate reticent, strug-
gling readers as a result 
of a wider breadth of 
instructional technique 
and collaboration with 
peers during after-
tutoring debriefing ses-
sions and the authentic 
context for instruction

Greater ability to 
modify instruction 
to meet the needs of 
students with multiple 
learning disabilities

Greater confidence and 
ability to collaborate 
with parents

Exemplars

“It is so, so important to take into account what the students like! I 
definitely knew this before, but I was able to put this into practice 
and see how effective it is.”

“Brainstorming together after the instructional sessions was so ben-
eficial. I have learned so much from my peers and really felt that 
team-effort was one of the best aspects of this course.”

“I definitely learned to take a step back before determining a child’s 
reading needs. After working with my child, I learned that the 
needs I think she might have might not be the end of her needs. 
The needs that I noticed right away might be stemming from 
another problem that I have to tackle first.”

“This was a career changing experience. I had the opportunity to not 
only strengthen my diagnostic and instructional skills but also my 
communication skills with parents.”
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research. First, our data is limited by the number of participants, 
including sixty-six graduate students, thirty-three children, and 
thirty parents. We plan to replicate the exit survey in subsequent 
programs over multiple semesters to investigate the longitudinal 
impact of the FLC, as well as the transferability of the themes 
illuminated in our initial inquiry. Secondly, though we examined 
the children’s perceptions of growth in their literacy abilities, we 
plan to build upon this inquiry through an exploration of learning 
gains across the pre and post formal and informal reading assess-
ments. This will allow for determinations of individual growth and 
individual benefits for each child from our various instructional 
programs. Third, we plan to conduct a longitudinal study that fol-
lows literacy candidates through their practica and into their own 
classrooms. This would provide greater insight into the longitudi-
nal impact on teaching practice of field experiences such as those 
offered through the FLC. 

Continuing the Cycle of Collaboration
As we reflect upon our pilot year, the positive momentum 

propels us to “think big” in terms of our commitment to providing 
a first class literacy center that inspires local children to become 
strong readers and supports their families in providing literate envi-
ronments, while allowing candidates to gain the real world practice 
they needed to become the next generation of literacy educators. 
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Appendix A
Parent Survey

• What is the age of the child/children you brought to the Family 
Literacy Center?           

• Has your child attended the Family Literacy Center before? 
• What were your expectations of the Family Literacy Center? 
• What were the outcomes you observed after your child attended 

the Family Literacy Center?  
• Did you feel your child benefited from the Family Literacy 

Center? 
• What did you like most about the Family Literacy Center? 
• What did you like least about the Family Literacy Center?  
• Would you participate in the Family Literacy Center in the 

future? 
• Would you refer a friend or family member to the Family 

Literacy Center?

Child Survey
• What did you like most about the Family Literacy Center? 
• What did you like least about the Family Literacy Center?  
• Explain one thing you learned about reading and writing at the 

Family Literacy Center.

Advanced Candidate Survey
• How have you grown as a teacher as a result of your experience 

at the Family Literacy Center?
• What worked well for you during the sessions?
• What would you do differently?
• How would you describe this experience to a colleague who 

had not participated?
• Please give one concrete example of how your practice has 

changed as a result of this experience.
• What could we do differently to further enhance your learning 

experience?
• What new thinking have you obtained from this experience?
• What have you learned about children?
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Appendix B

Initial code (open)

Assessment

Understand student strengths 
and needs

Use assessment data to 
develop targeted and strategic 
lessons

Flexibility in planning

Knowledge of instructional 
techniques

Motivate struggling readers

Axial Code

Increased understanding of how 
assessment drives instruction

Knowledge of instructional 
techniques allows for greater 
flexibility in lesson planning

Wider knowledge of instructional 
techniques

Collaboration with peers
Debriefing sessions

Selective Code

Increased ability to administer 
and interpret assessment data, 
target student strengths and 
needs, and use assessment data 
to develop targeted and strategic 
lessons

Greater flexibility in lesson 
planning and execution as result 
of increased knowledge of 
instructional techniques and the 
authentic context

Greater ability to motivate 
reticent, struggling readers as 
a result of a wider breadth of 
instructional technique and 
collaboration with peers during 
after-tutoring debriefing sessions 
and the authentic context for 
instruction
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